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28 Bright Lights
Internationally recognized graphic designer Kristie Kinch ('06), Spanish professor Karina
Kline-Gabel and civil affairs commander Maj. Gen. Buz Altshuler ('76M)

38 Priscilla's Homecoming

2 Fullframe

BY MARGIE SHETTERLY

Ripped from her home in Sierra Leone, little Priscilla was thrown into shackles, then into
the hold of a ship for a harrowing journey through the Middle Passage, before she landed
in America into a life of slavery. Two and a half centuries later, in a story that has captured
media attention worldwide, JMU faculty member Joe Opala takes Priscilla's descendant
back home .

48 MACRoCk

Up Front

('86)
Every April, hundreds of bands , deejays , panelists and devotees from the mid-Atlantic
flock to the stages of JMU and Harrisonburg for a two-day indie rock festival staged by
Madison's student-run WXJM. With hip-hop, alt-country, punk, metal, folk and more,
it's an orgy of sound and energy.
BY ANDY P ER RI NE

63 Alumni Eye sv JuLI E s uMMERs W

ALKER ('80)
Two alumni write their views of Homecoming 2005

AND KHALIL GARRIOTT

On the Cover: Photo Illustration by Terry Miura. See more of his work at www.terrymiura.com
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22807 Your Letters

6 Contributors
7 Directions
According to JMU President
Linwood H. Rose, a JMU
education packs a lot of
power. You're proof.

8 Special
Section
What do all these Madison
professors, students, alumni
and donors share?
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14 News

Cindy Coolbaugh ('70) gees a piece of che Nobel Peace
Prize, students' cybersecuricy video cakes honors, award-winning
sociology professor, national honors for chemistry students' research,
Lego competition puts fun in science, MLK Jr. Day and more

17 By the Numbers

What's No. l? And 2? And 10? How
about 17, 78, 205 , 587 or 21,479?

18 Madison Scholar

BY ERI C GORTO N ('86) Research by
David Jaynes could lead co a breakthrough for creating diabetic
ulcers and bedsores

19 Madison Century

BY FRED HILTO N ('96M) May Day
was Madison's longest-running and most cherished tradition, lasting
into the early '70s, when impatience with antiquated rules and
rituals by then prevailed

21 Connections

The James Madison Center, The Needle, Online
Centennial news, Operation Purple Pride, Online Shakespeare database

22 Purple Carpet

Homecoming Gala awards, the PhysicsChemistry Building grand opening and Harrison Hall grand re-opening

24 Dukes Turf

Mace Magerko's All-America honor, plus JMU
strength coach earns national distinction

27 15 Minutes

Madison events and people in che news

Departments
26 Mixed Media Gus che Bus, plus An Ecology ofHigh-Altitude
Infancy: A Biocultural Perspective, Hip-Hop Inc., PerceptiveTravel.com
and Honesty Works!

32 Professors You Love BY CHRi s

WoMAcK ('88)
Kinesiology professor Judi Flohr raised standards

33 Essay

BY PHILLIP WISHON, PH.D. We should make of education
a sacred cruse co bring together all of America in all of its diversity

54 Real Life

BY KATIE O'DowD ('06) A rain-soaked nationals
hasn't dampened the spirit of criachlece Barbara Carson-Campbell
('95M), who hies the half-century mark fitter than ever

55 Transformations sY ANNE STEWART AND EMILY AcKERsoN
What do a dietitian, health services administrator, nurse, physician
assistant, psychologist and social worker have in common? Noc much,
until an interprofessional healch ethics course brings chem together

58 Up Close

School of Media Arts and Design major and Madison
photographer Casey Templeton ('06) wins the 2005 College Photographer
of the Year and with it an internship with National Geographic

Alumni
59 News

Metro Duke's latest service project - VolunteerFesc - is
so popular, it's a party; 1993 alumnae group marks 12th Christmas
connection; 2005 Homecoming Photo Contest winners

60 New Chapter

BY ERIN PETTIT ('05)Beantown heats up as
New England alumni stoke the purple pride

61 My Madison Watch Us Play BY

TRIP PAYNE ('78)

68 Madison Legacies

BY LisA FR EEDMA N ('05) The
Madison Experience spawns a teaching tradition for five sisters

72 Class Notes

News from alumni, JMUWorks, Margot
Knight ('74) , Anna Fariello ('93), 1st Le. James Sheasley ('02)

80 Picture This

Mindi Westhoff ('07) captures QB Justin
Rascati in action at Homecoming
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Homecoming 2005
Duke Dog never fails co get the fans howling.
Two alums share Homecoming stories

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY TERRY MIURA ; KINCH BY CASEY TEMPLETON ( ' 06) ; HOMECOMING BY BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ( ' 08)
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DIVIS I ON HEADS

impressions
Reactions to the new format
Love Madison's new format. It reflects much
thought and energy. I'm really glad co see sections calling for articles like: "Do you have
a story of service you'd like co share .. ?" and
"an area of expertise you'd like co share?" and
"a story of transformation ... ?" What exciting
ways for alumni to share and grow.
LouISE ScHULLERY Cox ('67)
Windsor, Conn.
I wanted co cell you chat the latest Madison
magazine looks fantastic. Nice work!
CHRISTINE LETSKY-ANDERSON
]MU director of College of Integrated
Sciences Creative Services

DOUGLAS T. BROWN

Provost ,ind Vice President, Academic Affairs
JOANNE CARR

Senior Vice President, University Advancement
CHARLES KING

Senior Vice President, Administration and Finance
MARK WARNER ('79, '81M, '85Ed.S.)
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Science and Mathematics
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ROBERT REID
Business
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JON OFFLEY ('89), President Elect
JAMES R. KATZMAN ('89), Immediate Past President
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Madison is an official publication of James Madison
University and is produced quarterly for alumni, parents
of JMU students. faculty and staff members. an.d ..
friends of the university. It is produced by the D1v1.s1on
of University Advancement. Editorial and advertising
offices: JMU, MSC 5718, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
JMU does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, religion, gender. age, veteran status,
political affiliation, sexual orientation or disability
(in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities.
Act) with respect to employment or adm1ss1ons, or in
connection with its programs or activities.

Congratulations and well done. The redesign
of the magazine works. Hope co see you in
the alumni publication competitions. Here's
the online version of our latest issue ofJohns
Hopkins Nursing magazine: http://www.
son.jhmi.edu/jhnmagazine/.
LYNN SCHULTZ-WRITSEL ('66)
Director of Communications, Nursing
Baltimore, Md.
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Endowment question
You folks are doing a fine job of highlighting
the many wonderful things char are happening at JMU as well as what the alumni are
accomplishing. One thing caught my eye,
however, and I wanted to bring it to your
attention. There is an endowment market
value cable on Page 19 (Winter 2006) . This
is a very misleading cable because it lacks
context. Although a source is listed (i.e. ,
VSE), it doesn't indicate che characteristics
of the institutions listed. What is the common denominator for these institutions and
what's the rationale for presenting a list of
just these institutions? Without chis information, the cable is very confusing.
LARRY GOLDSTEIN, President
Campus Strategies, Crimora, Va.

Won't you reconsider?

For che second time I'm disappointed with
Madison. I usually read the magazine from
back co front - starting with Class Notes,
Weddings and Future Dukes. I'm very disappointed chat Future Dukes and Weddings
Recognizing Madison
have been eliminated from the print version.
and JMU students
I received the Winter 2006 issue of Madi- Yes, I understand they are published online,
son in the mail yesterday. I can't cell you but how do you put the online version in a
how proud I am of being able to show baby book? I feel fortunate chat chis decision
people what you have done with the JMU was made after my three kids' announcemagazine. It is a magazine chat looks as if ments appeared in Montpelier. I hope whoit were published by a worldwide publisher,
ever made the decision to cake out Weddings
very professionally done and very impres- and Future Dukes will reconsider. Many,
sive. As an attorney and working in a state many alums chat I talk co have also expressed
educational agency, it is very important co
their sadness chat they will not be able co put
view material, which is impeccable and well
their children's births in the magazine. Some
written. I have always been proud co be a parents are especially upset since their first
JMU graduate, and now yo u have made me child 's announcement was printed, but their
prouder. Also, please send my sincere thanks second or third child's will not appear.
co all of the JMU students who participated
This magazine is supposed to be about
JMU alums, for JMU alums co read. I hope
you will seriously reconsider your decision.
MARY MACDONALD }ONES ('91)
Spring Reunion Weekend and
Richmond Alumni Chapter volunteer
Bluestone Society Induction
Mechanicsville, Va.
APRIL 7-9

DON'T MISS
www.jmu.edu/alumni
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in the Sepe. 11 memorial service. You all are
our future and Iese we forget.
SEWARD M. M CGHEE ('85)
Director of Legal and Internal Affairs
Virginia Department of Correctional
Education

(888) 568-ALUM

Now chat the Weddings and Future Dukes
portions of Class Notes have been removed
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22807
from Madison, where can they be found
online? I can't find them anywhere. Bring
them back to the magazine. Thanks,
J ULIE WALSH RYA N (' 97)
Arden, N.C.
.- See Page 79 and http://wwwjmu. edu/
alumni/classnotelarchivelspring2006.html

Remembering Geoffrey
Morley-Mower
English professor Geoffrey Morley-Mower
passed away on Dec. 16 , 2005 . In our
co mmunity and on our campus, he will
be mainly remembered for his generous
spirit, his exceptional reaching skills and
his unconventional transportation - his
moped. Many around the globe knew this
British gentleman for a host of notable
accomplishments. The professor was a warrior, a poet, an entertainer, a devoutly religio us man and an educator on many levels,
including English literature and poetry. He
published two memoirs involving the Royal
Air Force in World War II and his personal
experiences afterward. He taught at JMU
until the week preceding his unexpected
death, living his life fully until the very end.
At 87, he m aintained a passion for literature
and a zest for living that those who knew
him will never forget. My friend 's death, per
his request, was unannounced and occurred
largely unnoticed during the hustle and
bustle of holiday craziness . In perfect alliance with the gospel he embraced, he knew
death was not a sad ending, but the hope of
eternity. He savored his life, and his message, whether teaching, lecturing about his
war experiences, or raising his beloved family, was a message that life is a commodity
that must, above all things , be cherished
for the multifaceted treasure that it is. He
wouldn't want any of us to mourn, so I write
this to honor him as a mentor and to bless
his memory as a friend.
JuoY Gooo

Graduate student and staff member
]MU English Department

Remembering Vida Huber
I write to express the gratitude of many
within our college for the life of Dr. Vida
Huber, who passed away in November. A
consummate reacher in every setting, Vida
Huber made sure those around her acquired
the skills and abilities to make maps to navi-
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gate both the present and futu re as fully,
effectively and humanely as possible. Her
legacies as head of the Nursing Department,
associate dean for C ISAT and director of
the Institute for Innovation in Health and
Human Services include practitioners prepared to master the increasing complexity
of their fields ; a stronger, more unified college; and a university increasingly responsive to human need. The ultimate citizen of
our interconnected world, Vida helped all of
us understand what it means to be human.
We will continue to use the maps she created, shared and nurtured to discover the
persons, college and university we can be.
In doing so, Vida leaves us with the kind
of future she envisioned and inspired us to
anticipate and actualize.
A. JERRY BENSON
Dean , ]MU College of Integrated
Science and Technology

A wrong-footed band?
My daughter sent me a copy of the magazine
[Fall 2004] article concerning my short tenure as band director at JMU. I got a special
kick out of the description of the band as
being a "right-footed " band. Ir never happened. We were a left-footed band just like
every other band in the history of the world.
I couldn't begin to teach a right-footed band
any more than I could teach a trumpet student to finger the instrument left-handed.
Other than that I loved the article. God bless
you guys for sticking my name in this piece.
I'm very proud to have been associated with
what has become a great band program. I'm
now retired from teaching and just playing
and writing and with my spare time I keep
intending to come visit some year during the
football season to the most beautiful campus in America. (If Bill Posey can show me
a tape of the band marching right-footed I'll
admit to becoming senile.)
MALCOLM HARRIS, Houston, Texas
.- Bill Posey's response : It's a terminology issue.
We started on the left foot, but the first step was
in place and you steppedforward with the right
foot, so that when you hit the next yard line, it
was on the left foot instead ofthe right.

Madison welcomes letters
Submissions are subject to editing, and anonymous
letters will not be published. Send to "22807," Madison,
JMAC #6, Suite 21, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA,
22807 or madisonmag@jmu.edu.

{Editor's Note}

Got inspiration?
Find it here in Madison

M

dison doesn 't have to look
hard to find stories of inspiarion, because inspiration
grows at JMU. Professors,
students and alumni make positive change
in the world every day. This issue tells many
of those stories, like professor Joe Opala's
integral role in Priscilla's Homecoming, a
250-year journey of exploration and healing;
College of Education Dean Phil Wishon's
eloquent vision of the role of education in
America; and Cindy Coolbaugh's ('70) part
in winning the Nobel Peace Prize.
While we like to think of Madison as just
the messenger, the stories themselves are
earning praise. The Professors You Love
series won the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education's District III Award of
Excellence for feature writing. This series written by you - has won a CASE award
three years running. Read the newest installment by Chris Womack ('88) on Page 32.
Madison has bragging rights to rwo more
of this issue's stories. Senior Casey Templeton was named the national 2005 College
Photographer of the Year. The images he
captures are inspiring, and we've been lucky
to work with him. You can see his work
throughout this and past magazines and read
more about him on Page 58.
On Page 22, the focus is on Madison's own
assistant editor, Michelle Hite ('88), who
won the Alumni Association's 2005 Distinguished Service Award at the Homecoming
Gala because of her exemplary Madison spirit
and dedication to both campus and communiry. Michelle's acceptance speech also won a
CASE District III Special Merit award.
Just as important to address is the one criticism we have received about the magazine since
the redesign - disappointment about the decision to discontinue listing W eddin&5 and Future
Dukes. Very few readers have actually complained, so we're asking you to weigh in: Should
they make a comeback? See what you think
about the sample listing on Page 79, then vote
"for" or "against" Weddin&5 and Future Dukes
in future issues by e-mailing madisonmag@jmu.
edu. Your input will decide the issue.
Keep those stories of inspiration coming.
PAM BROCK, Editor
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Among the professional interests of Phil Wishon,
Ph.D., are education and conscience, which shapes his
essay on the role - and the possibilities - of education in America today (See Page 33). T he College of
Education dean came to JMU in 2004 from the University of Northern Colorado, where he was director of
undergraduate and graduate teacher and professional
education. He is a member of the editorial board for
School Psychology Quarterly and executive editor of the
Colorado Early Childhood j ournal.

Edi tor
PAM BROCK

Assistant Editor
MICHELLE HITE ('88)

Art Director
BILL THOMPSON

] MU History Editor
FRED HILTON ('96M)

Editorial and Design Student Assistants
HALI CHIET ('07)
KATIE FITZGERALD ('07)
KATIE O' DOWD ('07)
KEVAN MACIVER ('06)
JARED PATCH ('06)
DARCIE ROBERGE ('06)
ROBIN SMITH ('06)

Writers, Photographers, I llustrators
EMILY AKERSON
TOM COGILL
DANA COLEMAN
JAY CORBETT
CHIQUITA CROSS ('07)
BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ('08)
EVAN DYSON ('08)
DONNA RAGSDALE DUNN ('94)
CHRIS EDWARDS
DIANE ELLIOTT ('00)
LISA FREEDMAN ('05)
KHALIL GARRIOTT ('04)
MARISSA HANKINS ('02)
JOHN HODGES ('78)
IDRISS KPANGE
CATHY KUSHNER ('87)
PHILIPPE LARDY
AMY LEDIHEISER ('02)
MELINDA MARCELO ('04)
TERRY MIURA
TRIP PAYNE ('78)
ANDY PERRINE ('86)
ERIN PETTIT ('05)
CAROL PRATT ('86)
MARGIE SHETTERLY
LESLIE SMITH ('85)
BOB STACY ('74)
ANNE STEWART, PH.D.
HEATHER STEWART ('06)
CASEY TEMPLETON ('06)
JULIE SUMMERS WALKER ('80)
CHRISTOPHER WOMACK ('88)
MINDI WESTOFF ('07)
MATTHEW WORDEN

Former disc jockey Liz Cerami Taylor ('93) spent several
years spinning everyth ing from Top 40 ro country. Then
the Springfield, Va., native moved to Nashville in 1994 and
delved into the world of nonprofit communication. For 10
years, she has served in public relations, communications and
creative services roles for a major health agency. She's also a
Montpelier and Madison magazine veteran. In this issue, Taylor profiles FBI special agent Dana Gillis ('83) on Page 7 1.
Taylor lives in Pegram, Tenn., with her husband and son and
two very spoiled Jack Russell terriers.
Madison Scholar features appear in every issue thanks to
the online parent journal of the same name (www.jmu.
edu/madisonscholar) and to writer and comm unications
graduate Eric Gorton ('86). T he media relations specialist returned to JMU in March 2005 after career stops with
the Virginia Department of T ransportation and the Harrisonburg Daily News-Record. Gorton's article on biology
professor D avid Jaynes' research into treating diabetic
ulcers appears on Page 18.
Katie O'Dowd ('07), a School of Media Am and
Design major, works in the university communications
and Madison magazine offices. She also writes for The
Breeze and the Bluestone yearbook, and she works at a
publishing company during school breaks. In this issue,
O'Dowd writes about 1st Lt. James J. Sheasley ('02), an
information systems officer with Camp Blue Diamond in
Ramadi, Iraq. She also learned tips fo r keeping fit at any
age from triathlete Barbara Carson-Campbell ('95M),
who is featured in the Real Life column on Page 54.

Con tributing Offices
Offices of Alumni, Media Relations, Sports Media
Relations, Photography Services, University Editor
For address updates: www.jmu.edu/alumni
To contact the magazine staff:
www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline
E-mail: madisonmag@jmu.edu
Voice: (540) 568-2664 ~ Fax: (540) 568-7913
Madison, the magazine of James Madison University
JMAC #6, Suite 21, MSC 5718
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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May 2005 graduate Phil DeJong ('05) earned his B.A.
in studio art. T he avid outdoorsm an is a rock climber,
skier and mountain biker. H e lives in Charlottesville and
works as both a photographer and adaptive ski instructor.
A native of San Bernardino, Calif., Dejong is a "dedicated
San Francisco 49ers fan, U2 fan, Jeep fan and Mac and
Canon user." In this issue, his photographs appear in Full
Frame chronicling JMU's Thanksgiving service trip to
Biloxi, Miss.

WISHON AND GORTON BY DIANE ELLIOTT (' 00); O' DOWD BY MATTHEW WORDEN
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Bow does Madison nteasure success?
Achievements by professors> students and alumni fill our ledger sheets
twas James Madison's contemporary, Benjamin Franklin,
who wisely stated, "An investment in knowledge pays the best
interest." This assertion holds as much relevance today as it
did during the founding of our nation, particularly for those
of us in the business of creating and transmitting knowledge.
But how does one measure the return on such an investment? Is it by the percentage of tenured faculty or the prestige of their
scholarship? By the number of students enrolled or the job placement
rates of new graduates? Or, perhaps, by the national rankings and reputation of our programs? How can we effectively and definitively determine if the investment of our time, energy and resources is worth it?
At JMU, an investment in knowledge is an investment in people.
We measure our success as an academic institution by the ways
that members of the Madison family are using knowledge to create
positive change throughout the world.
You don't have to look far to see examples of many such individuals within the Madison community. Students who traded a traditional Thanksgiving break in order ro rebuild a community devastated by Hurricane Katrina. Professors whose cutting edge research
- in everything from alternative fuels ro information security to
education technology - has the potential to enhance the quality
of life for individuals and communities across the globe. Donors
whose generosity makes it possible for students with financial burdens to have access to a Madison education. Or, alumni like Cindy
Coolbaugh ('70), whose career with the Nobel Peace Prize-winning
International Atomic Energy Agency is helping make the world a
safer place. We look forward to reading more about Cindy's achievements in a future issue of Madison.

Like any family, the Madison community has a wide breadth of
talents and skills. Yet each of us is firmly rooted in the philosophy
of our institution's eponym, who believed that knowledge, character
and active citizenship were essential ingredients in the preservation
of a democratic society,
This ideology is the very fabric ofJames Madison University and
has provided the foundation on which the university's first 100 years
was built. As we approach a new Madison century, we will continue to
empower individuals with the knowledge and leadership skills to make a
significant difference in the communities in which they live and work
On March 15, the university will embark on a new initiative that
will celebrate the achievements of Madison's people and illumine the
myriad ways in which our alumni, students, faculty and friends are
making meaningful and productive changes in their respective segments of the world. I invite you to be a part of this dynamic chapter
in JMU history and encourage you to let us know how Madison has
empowered you to make a difference.
We will also be announcing a new fundraising initiative with specific
goals for scholarships for academically qualified students, faculty support
to attract faculty on the leading edge of their disciplines and capital support to ensure that our facilities are on par with the best in the nation,
Making an investment in Madison now will ensure that this institution is well positioned to equip individuals with the power of knowledge
for centuries yet to come.

LI NWOOD

H . ROS E

President, James Madison University

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006
PHOTOGRAPH BY PHIL DeJONG ('0 5)
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Keep current and conn e cted
[ Nobel Prize]

Alumna part of Nobel Peace Prize team
indy Coolbaugh ('70), a section leader
with the International Atomic Energy
Agency in Austria, won a Nobel Peace
Prize for her agency's work in the nuclear
energy field. Coolbaugh and the IAEA
work to prevent nuclear energy from being
used fo r military purposes, and the group lobbies and

works for the peaceful applications of nuclear science to
fight poverty, disease and pollution.
Coolbaugh, IAEA's section head for conference services,
says, "The recognition given the IAEA by the Norwegian
Nobel Committee was the best
team award that any organization can be awarded. We are all
very pleased and grateful. We
are grateful that the Norwegian
Nobel Committee has recognized
the challenges ahead for the
agency. These included the fight
against nuclear terrorism and significant expansion of the use of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes."
The 14-year veteran staffer adds,
"We do live in interesting and trying
times, and the work of the agency is
ever increasing."
Coolbaugh, one of only 86 Americans among the IAEA's 2,200 employees, organizes numerous conferences on
issues both involving weapons prevention and safe development of nuclear
technologies for peacetime use. An
example of the latter involves tsetse and
Medfly reduction. "They zap the little
males in our lab in Austria; the neutered males are then dropped into African regions to mate with females who
will not produce fertile eggs," explains
Coolbaugh. "I have the best job in the
agency because I work with people
from all departments and nations."
Formerly known as Atoms for Peace,
IAEA was founded in 1957 in response
to the discovery of nuclear energy. The
International Atomic Energy Agency
helps nations upgrade nuclear safety
and serves as the worlds' focal point
in mobilizing peaceful applications of
nuclear science.
ffi

* Learn more at www.iaea.org/
14
M A D ISO N M AG A Z I N E
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss2/1
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[Musical Tribute]

Marching Royal Dukes
herald new governor

~---"1111

he 365-member Marching Royal
Dukes performed The American
Finale for Virginia Gov. Timothy
M. Kaine's inaugural parade on
Jan. 14 in Colonial Williamsburg.
Rain didn' t deter a huge crowd
from forming along Duke of Gloucester Street
for the parade. The Kaine inauguration was held
in Williamsburg due to renovations under way
at the state capitol in Richmond. The Marching
Royal Dukes performed at Virginia Gov. Mark
Warner's inaugural ceremony in 2002 and also
marched in inaugural parades for Presidents Bill
Clinton and George W. Bush. Kaine was the
third governor of Virginia inaugurated in Williamsburg. Patrick Henry, the commonwealth's
first governor, was inaugurated in 1776; and
Thomas Jefferson, Henry's successor, was inaugurated in 1779.
ffl

[Chemistry]

Students'
poster wins
at ACS Expo

A

trip to the 230th
American Chemical Society National
Meeting and Exposition
in Washington, D.C., was
meant to be just a learning experience for a pair of
chemistry majors. Bue Adam
Baird ('06) and sophomore
Katherine Kross ('08) won
honors for their research
poster presentation.
Baird and Kross' research
is a study of carbon monoxide absorption on a ruthenium catalyst in the presence
of water, according to their
chemistry professor Kathryn
Layman. "The majority of
presenters were graduate
students from research institutions," Layman says . "This
is quite an accomplishment
considering they have only
been working on this project

While the inaugural weather was rainy and cold, the band performs
here at a sunny Madison football game.

for nine or 10 months and
most of the time was spent
assembling the flow cell and
learning how to spread our
sample for collecting infrared data."
The research could lead
to improvements in industrial applications, such as
fuel-cell technology and
groundwater treatment,
according ro Baird. Layman
adds that similar research
has been done, but not
with a ruthenium catalyst
in water. "We' re the first
group that did it with an
actual water background .. .
where we had the catalyst
actually hydrated," she says .
"The results are consistent
with what has been shown in
gas-based research, but there
is also enough discrepancy
from the gas-based literature
to merit our studies."

Baird and Kross each won
$125 and were invited to a
luncheon in honor of symposium coordinators, speakers
and other poster winners.

[ Computer Security]

Act Now, Stay
Current video

places third

F

our JMU students, all
May 2005 graduates,
won a bronze prize for
a video they created for a
national campaign to raise
awareness of and increase
critical computer security
at colleges and universities.
The EDUCAUSE/Internet2
Computer and Network
Security Task Force and
the National Cyber Security Alliance sponsored

the contest of short computer-awareness videos that
address a range of security
topics or a single security
issue. Submissions were
developed by college students for college students .
Stephen Hockman, John
Sease, Erin Shulsinger and
Christina Manikus - all
graduates of the School of
Media Arcs and Design won third place in the "single topic videos" category for
their entry, Act Now, Stay
Current, which warns campus computer users to keep
virus protections up to date.
Video winners were selected
for creativity, quality of content and information, overall
effectiveness and technical
quality. JMU and other winning videos may be viewed at
www.educause.edu/Security
VideoContest/710 3.

I....
I

This research could lead to improvements in
industrial applications, such as fuel-cell technology
and groundwater treatment' - AD AM BAIRD co6)
1
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[National Honors]

Professor
earns social
work award

R

Ann Myers ('69),
head ofJMU's depart• ment of social work,
received the first Outstanding
Baccalaureate Social Work
Program Director Award
from the Association of Baccalaureate Social Work Program Directors.
Myers serves as a board
member of the Association
of Baccalaureate Social Work
Program Directors at the
national level, with additional
service to its Gerontology and
Archives and History Commi tcees. Ac JMU, she serves as
director of the Aging, Family
and Intergenerational Studies
Program, on the board of che
Lifelong Learning Institute
co learn about real-life technical challenges
ourteen reams competed in
and with the Adult Health
and to develop their own solutions," says
JMU's second annual First Lego
and Development Program.
Ralph Grove, tournament coordinator and
League robotics competition,
Myers joined the ]MU faculty
"Ocean Odyssey," in November.
]MU computer science professor. "Each team
competes in four events: teamwork, technical
in 1973 after years of social
The competition is hosted by
work practice. She earned her
design, research and robot performance. And,
]MU' s College of Integrated Scibaccalaureate degree from
JMU students from a variety of disciplines
ence and Technology and is open to elemenMadison and her Master of
tary and middle schools, boys and girls clubs,
help with the event and assist teams."
Social Work degree from the
churches, home-school groups and other
JMU's Alumni Technology Group, the
University of North Carolina
Shenandoah Valley Technology Council and
youth organizations.
at Chapel Hill. In nominating
"Ir's a cough competition," says Water
Merck & Co. provided grants to assist new
Myers, her colleagues state
Bugs team member, William, 12. First Lego
teams in getting started in the competition.
"Ann maintains a professional
League involves students ages 9 to 14 in
Virginia First Lego League sponsors several
environment chat encourages
team-based competitions focused on robotics
competitions around the state as well as a
openness, support and teamftl
and science. "The competition provides a fun, state final in Blacksburg.
work while blending teaching,
* Learn more at www.firstlegoleague.org
educational and challenging way for students
research and service in a collegial manner."
human rights sponsored by
Human Rights in a Pluralistic
by which it was drafted and
the Irmgard Coninx FounWorld," is the final chapter in
the deliberations surroundhis doctoral dissertation. The
ing the subsequent human
[International Honors] dation, a Munich-based
nonprofit organization.
professor is awaiting publicarights instruments represent
An international jury of
tion review of his complete
che best possible proof of the
eight human rights scholars
manuscript by Cambridge
universal applicability of the
rights that they espouse.
chose Kohen's paper from
University Press.
While in Berlin, Kohen
154 essays submitted by
In the winning essay
will have an office at the
scholars from 62 countries.
Kohen argues there might
ri Kohen 's top essay
Social Science Research
The honor was announced in
not actually be a feature or
earned the professor
Center and an affiliation
October following the Berlin
quality inherent in human
a three-month felwith Humboldt U niverRoundtables on transnationbeings from which our
lowship in Berlin in summer ality, which drew 30 invited
sity. He plans co work on
rights spring. He examines
2006. Kohen, who joined
a new book examining the
the deliberations by United
young scholars to discuss
]MU to help launch the
reasons people get involved
"Reframing Human Rights."
Nations representatives in
university's justice studies
in human rights and social
crafting the Universal DecKohen's paper, "Rights
program, won the interjustice work, often at great
laration of Human Rights
and Wrongs Without God: A
national competition on
personal cost.
ftl
and argues that the process
Non-Religious Grounding for

Science meets creativity and fun

....i

F

Essay earns
fellowship in
Germany

A
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2

JMU ranks second nationally among
master's-level institutions for che coca!
number of students who studied abroad
in 2003-04. JMU had 709 study-abroad
students, second only co Elon University.
The Institute of Internacional Education ranks
the cop 20 schools in
study abroad .

10

UREC
celebrates
its 10th
anniversary
in 2006.

Central to the Univer·
sity Recreation Center
is the 33-foot indoor
climbing wall, where
adventure experts
help beginners and
experts climb safely.

17

JMUisNo.17in
The Kiplinger 100,
a listing of best
values in public colleges - schools chat
offer a first-class education at a
reasonable price - published in
che February issue of Kiplinger's
Personal Finance. ]MU is one of five Virginia public universities ranked in che magazine's cop 25.

78

....

Madison Project is No. 78 on a-cappella.com
magazine's list of Top 100 selling artists for the
year ending Sept. 30, 2005. Only seven ocher
colleges made the ranking, which is based on
sales of CDs, videos and sheet music.

205

I

JMU's 2005 Relay for Life team
finished as the No. I college in the
nation for dollars raised per student in the American Cancer Society's
annual fundraiser for cancer research.

~~:r~:::1:::;n~:t

Thomas Jefferson's
Secretary of Scare
(1801). Dolley Madison also began her 16 years as "first lady,"
serving during che presidencies of both Jefferson and her husband. Learn everything
y.ou want co know about Mr. Madison at the
university's James Madison Center. Visit
www.jmu.edu/madison/center or stop by
the center in Wilson Hall during your
next visit co campus.

1587
I

I

JMU bestowed 587
degrees at Winter
Commencement
(Dec. 17). - 495
bachelor's degrees,
90 master's degrees
and two doctoral
degrees.

2147g

There are more than 20,000
registered users on the JMU
Online Community. Are you
missing out on news from your
'
college buddies, career networking and a free e-mail account? Membership is free co alumni.
Get connected: www.alumniconnections.com/olc/pub/JMD/
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MADISON SCHOLAR

Just what the doctor ordered
Research could lead to breakthrough for treating dt.abetic ulcers, bedsores

.I

gaping wound
suddenly appears
on the sole of a
patient's foot. It's
deep, almost to
the bone, having
formed from the inside out. But,
because the patient is diabetic,
she might not even be able to feel
it - her problems with blood
flow that caused the wound have
also led to nerve malfunction and
loss of sensation.
The doctor looks closely and
ponders the many treatment
options. If only there were a way
to predict what treatment would
work best, or whether any available treatment will work.
Biology professor David Jaynes
might just be on the path to easing this dilemma for both doctors and the millions of patients
who suffer from chronic wounds. For the past five years, the last
two at JMU, Jaynes and his students have worked on a procedure
that involves observing proteins collected from such wounds diabetic ulcers and pressure ulcers (commonly called bedsores)
- to determine treatment effectiveness. The results have been
encouraging thus far, and Jaynes thinks he might even have a
procedure to patent in the near future.
Jaynes was working on eye research at Daemen College near
Buffalo, N.Y., when physical-therapist colleagues asked him to
join their team researching chronic wounds. "As we began talking about it, I realized that very little beyond case studies had
been done with chronic wounds like diabetic ulcers."
Jaynes began seeking answers in the proteins. "Intuitively, the
first thing I thought is that if you have a chronic wound and
it's not healing, you're not going to see changes [in the protein
concentrations]," he says. "The biochemical environment is not
changing. And so I thought that a changing profile might indicate that the patient is healing."
Tests on proteins taken from the wounds of two nursing
home patients took just four days to prove his assumption correct. Jaynes first observed proteins from the untreated wounds.
A second round of tests from a wound showing signs of healing
revealed a change in the protein concentrations.
But that left a second, and equally important question, unanswered: Do protein concentrations fluctuate during treatment
of wounds that are not heali ng? Jaynes got his answer when
samples were analyzed from a wound that did not appear to be
responding to treatment: The protein concentrations remained
the same.

18
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Protein bands, such as those shown on the cards above, are
the key indicators of whether a chronic wound is responding to
treatment. Biology professor David Jaynes' research has shown
that healing is taking place when the bands start changing.

Jaynes has received $105,000 in grants the past two years from
the Commonwealth Health Research Board and has developed a
way to compare protein concentrations collected from wounds
before and during treatment. He has replicated the test on five
or six additional patients and has received the same results each
time, boosting his confidence that the procedure is valid for
quickly showing whether a treatment is working.
"Whether or not you can successfully treat the patient cannot be determined with technique; however, you would save the
individual a lot of money and aggravation having to go through
numerous procedures by simply knowing what the outcome will
be," Jaynes says. "With a lot of patients, there may not even be a
treatment, there may not be a way to promote healing. But what
you could do is amputate a foot instead of a leg - those are
worst-case scenarios. The best-case scenario is identifying that a
treatment is working or not. You can change treatments or you
can continue with a treatment if you've got the proper results."
The next step of]aynes' research, which students are involved
in, is identifying the proteins and finding out which proteins
respond to which treatments. This information will further assist
doctors in deciding what treatment method works best for wounds
that can be treated. Perhaps by the end of this school year, Jaynes
ffi
says, the process "could be a long way toward a patent."

* Read more of JMU's online research journal at www.j mu.edu/
madisonscholar/

PHO TOG RAPH B Y PH IL DEJO N G ('05)
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May Day's crowning glory couldn't
escape changing social climate
Romantic campus tradition lasted 58 years

BY FRED H1LrnN

('96M)

raditions are a cherished
part of college life; but,
more often than not, they
are fleeting things. Usually, a tradition flourishes
for a few years and then
disappears, remaining alive only in the
fading pages of yearbooks and in memories of alumni.
But every once in a while, a college or
university tradition becomes ingrained
in the institution's fabric and has a life
span measured in decades, not years transcending classes and generations.
Such a tradition existed at Madison in
the form of an annual spring ritual, the
May Day celebration. Although the celebration has now vanished into history,
May Day was a treasured part of the Above: Elizabeth Kelley, the first May Queen, leads
institution's life for nearly six decades, her co urt in the 1913 celebration . Classmates
attend to a circa 1950s May Day Queen. Can you
spanning the days from the State Nor- identify her? (E-mail us: madisonmag @jmu.edu)
mal and Industrial School for Women to
the State Teachers College at Harrisonburg to Madison College.
before a large crowd, which included many townspeople as well as
Madison's May Day celebrations were far from unique. At doz- members of the college communiry.
ens of colleges in the early 20th century, May Day was an imporMadison's May Day reached its pinnacle in the 1950s and early
tant spring custom.
1960s. A rypical May Day celebration then was an all-day event,
The Harrisonburg Normal's first May Day celebration was in opening with caroling before breakfast and often including music
1913, when Elizabeth Kelley, president of the senior class, was between classes during the morning. Dormitories and sorority
crowned as the school's first May Queen. On this occasion, stu- houses were decorated in competition for cash prizes. For three
dents carrying garlands of green leaves marched from Dormitory years in the mid ' 50s, a parade downtown with student floats
No. 1 (now Jackson Hall) to the Maypole, which was located near preceded the ceremony. Beginning in 1953, the annual Alumni
Homecoming was held on May Day instead of in March or OctoScience Hall (now Maury Hall).
Students formed a circle around the pole while the seniors per- ber. For the college's 50th anniversary celebration, a two-day Arts
formed a Maypole dance, intertwining ribbons in their class col- Festival was part of the 1958 May Day weekend.
The world changed dramatically in the 1960s, and Madison
ors of green and white. May Day songs and the class song were
performed, the queen was crowned and the students marched to College changed with it. At Madison and many other schools
the gymnasium for games until time to march to the dining hall throughout the country, the changing social climate among college students meant the sure death of May Day celebrations.
for dinner.
During some years in the early history of the institution, the
In the turbulent late 1960s and early 1970s, a Maypole and a
May Day celebration was held in conjunction with a Shakespear- May Queen had litcle appeal or relevance for students who were
ean festival. For a number of years, the president of the senior protesting the Vietnam War and rebelling against stringent and
class was crowned May Queen. The exercises were held on May- antiquated campus social regulations.
May Day ended not with a bang, but with a whimper. Interest in
pole Hill, about where the upper end of Alumnae Hall is today.
The May Queen and her court were later chosen in a spirited the program had gradually eroded during the 1960s, and Fay Reubush, then dean of women, made the recommendation to disconcompetition decided by a vote of the student body.
tinue May Day after the 1971 observance. It wasn't a tough call: "The
In 1935, a May Day dance became part of the annual activities.
During most of the 1940s, two May Day dances were held - one students said they simply weren't going to do it any more," she says.
orchestra played in Reed Hall (now Keezell Hall) for upperclass (Reubush was an administrator atJMU from 1966 to 1989. When
students and another played in Ashby Hall for freshmen. In many she retired, she was an associate vice president for academic affairs.)
May Day, she says, "died a natural death."
ffi
years, several Maypole dances were performed simultaneously
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onnect1ons
The James Madison Center
James Madison's birthday is March 15. The campus community honors its
eponym annually during the James Madison Day celebration, and the university established the James Madison Center in 1999 to honor the legacy of
the nation's fourth president and Father of the United States Constitution.
Through a close working relationship between the university and K-12 education, the James Madison Center offers seminars, workshops, internships and
other professional opportunities for students, professors and teachers throughout Virginia. Learn more about the center at www.jmu.edu/madison/center.
Also, subscribe to the center's online newsletter, Liberty & Learning
www.jm u.edu/mad ison/center/main_pages/news/n ewsletter/news letter.htm

'l'he Needle: Popping llae IMV Bubble
The University Program Board's Issues and Cultural Awareness Committee publishes The Needle: Popping]MU's Bubble, a newsletter for the campus community. When you're in the 'Burg look for the bright
orange flyers, which include world news briefs, editorials, a world health watch, world facts, cultural Harrisonburg hot spots and a featured country profile.
"The rest of the world is only as far away as we
make it," says co-editor Megan Bucknum ('06).
"Students need to pop the JMU bubble and feel
a sense of connection with the rest of the world."
Can't wait for a trip to JMU to learn what's
happening on campus? Check out UPB 's educational, cultural and entertaining events online:
http://upb.jmu .edu

Centennial Celebration
Web site online
JMU celebrates its 100th birthday on March
14, 2008, and the Centennial Celebration Web
site is the central point for online news and
exchanges of information. Already packed with
historical photographs, anecdotes from Madison's rich history and a calendar of centennial
events, the W eb site could use items from your
Madison experiences. Learn more about Madison, or connect with the celebration at:

Operation
Purple Pride

E-MAIL
More Monthly headlines in
Advancing Madison. (news from
JMU 's University Advancement
office) .To subscribe:

* www.jmu.edu/advancing
madison

Sports news to order. Subscribe to ]MU Sports Bulletin.

* www.Jmusports.com
WEB

JMU's front door It's all here:

* www .jmu .edu
Alumni guide to everythingJMU:

* www .jmu.edu/alumni

TELEVISION
WVPT Students intern at the
PBS affiliate for Central Virginia,
Shenandoah Valley and Northeastern West Virginia.

RADIO
WXJM Student programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88. 7

* www.jmu.edu/wxjm/listen

AM 1610 Tune in when you roll in.
The latest JMU information, events,
weather, parking, other cool stuff.
WMRA NPR news and classical music for Charlottesville and
Harrisonburg. WMRA, WMRY,
WMRL, WMLU at 90.7, 103.5,
89.9 and 91.3 on your FM dial.

Learn about Dukes serving in
Afghanistan and Iraq on the front lines and in
support and civilian roles. If you are one of these
serving Dukes, please share your experiences by
e-mailing madisonmag@jmu.edu.

* www.jmu.edu/ centennialcelebration/

www.j mu.edu/MadisonOnline/

Don't miss a Madison beat
Subscribe to JMU's online newsletter Brightening the Lights ofMadison and receive monthly updates and
news about the alumni association, university news and athletics. To su bscri be: www .Jmu.edu/btl

*

Searching Shakespeare?
"To be, or not to be" may well have been a question William Shakespeare pondered. But for JMU history major Eric Johnson ('95) , the appropriate query was,
"To create, or not to create?" Johnson's master's thesis became a user-friendly
Shakespeare database. Johnson's online database is free and is designed as a general-purpose site - not one tailored exclusively for scholars. The site includes 37
plays, 150 sonnets and five poems and allows visitors to search for plays by genre,
number oflines or characters, as well as for poems and sonnets. Users can even
search for individual words. And, read about Johnson's "experiment in literary
technology" at www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline.

* Learn more at www .opensourceshakespeare.com/

MadisonOnline:
Read the latest issue of the university magazine online, or find out what's happening at your alma mater.

* Be mad cool: www.jmu.edu/Madison0n1ine
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ALUMNI AWARDS
The Madison ballroom hosted the ]MU Alumni Association annual alumni awards
''As I think about this award, I
think about community. In teaching African-American literature, I
have to talk about slavery, freedom,
shame, guilt. And I have to talk
about racism and tolerance. So I
must encourage my students to feel
safe so they can indeed be learners.
It's all about community for me."
-

Gardener of creativity
Joanne Gabbin, English professor and Furious Flower Poetry Center director, receives
the James Madison Distinguished Faculty
Award. The English professor directed the
Honors Program for 19 years and created
two ground-breaking Furious Flower Poetry
Conferences at JMU. Math professor David
Pruett, who nominated Gabbin for the
award, called her "a gardener of creativity."

Centennial Service
James Madison Distinguished Service
Award winner and Madison assistant editor
Michelle Hite ('88) shares the limelight
with the officers from the Centennial Dukes,
the student organization that nominated her
for the award. She established the group to
help prepare for JMU's 100th birthday celebration in 2008. "I carry the most enduring
part of My Madison with me daily, my Madison professors," Hite said in her remarks.

JOANNE GABBIN

"My Madison is Paul Cline, Tony
Eksterowicz, Dave Wendelken,
Flip DeLuca, Mae Frantz, Anne
Gabbard-Alley, Roger Soenksen
and Joanne Gabbin my Madison professors."
-

MICHELLE HITE
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{ Grand Openings}

Taking Tums
Co-recipients David Grimm ('74) and Ken Bartee ('83) take turns at the
microphone ro accept their Inez Roop ('35) Distinguished Service Awards
from Alumni Association President Elaine Toth Hinsdale ('85). Grimm
was cited for his academic, athletics and alumni support of JMU.

Physics-Chemistry
Building opens

Faculty members, alumni and students (above) gathered
at Homecoming for the grand opening of the new Physics-Chemistry Building on the east side of Interstate 8 1.
(Below) College of Science and Mathematics Dean David
Brakke, JMU President Linwood H. Rose and physics
department head Steve Whisnant give the ribbon-cutting
honors to chemistry department head Donna Amenta.

College of Business Dean Robert Reid celebrates the evening with
Bartee, who has supported the college through his work with the
Executive Advisory Council.

....................................................
Hollywood
Andlhe
achievement
chapter is ...
Alumni Relations director
Kim Hutto presented four
chapter awards: The Richmond
Alumni Chapter won the Most
Improved Award, Vanessa
Evans of the Black Alumni
Chapter won Leader of the Year,
the Tidewater Alumni Chapter
won Chapter of the Year and
the Metro D.C. Chapter won the
Distinguished Chapter Award.

Barbara Hall ('82), received

the Ronald E. Carrier Distinguished Alumni Achievement
Award for her almost 25 years
of success in television, including most recently her creation
of the critically acclaimed Joan
ofA rcadia. "I just wanted to
thank William and Mary for
not accepting me," she said in
her video remarks.
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Last fall, the
faculty assembled
on the Quad (lef t)
to hear remarks
by College of A r ts
and Letters interim
dean David Jeffrey
(bottom), one of
the J MU administrator s who
presided over the
reopening of the
newly renovat ed
and expanded Har rison Hall. (Lef t )
Director George
Johnson (center),
whose School of
Media Arts and
Design is housed in
Harrison, confers with VP for
administration and
finance Charles
King and President
Linwood H. Rose.
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lrondog
Leading athletes to success through iron and sweat

A

s JMU coaches help athletes summon their natural talents to put the ball through the hoop, in
the net, or over the fence, JMU's strength and
conditioning coaches work behind the scenes
to help athletes develop strength, power, speed,
agility, quickness, mobility, flexibility and overall fitness . It's what they need to make their game that much
better - "to be their best," says head strength and conditioning
coach Greg Werner ('94M).
The National Strength and Conditioning Association agrees
with Werner's philosophy. The association inducted him into its
Coach Practitioner Distinction Program, recognizing his dedication to the profession. The NSCA program honors only the
most seasoned practitioners and top educators in the strength
and conditioning field. Only 36 coaches from across the country have been recognized to date.

"Greg Werner is one of the most talented strength and conditioning coaches in the country," says JMU men's head basketball coach Dean Keener. "He has a tremendous work ethic and a
unique ability to help our athletes reach their full potential."
In his 13th year at JMU, Werner works with student-athletes
in 27 of JMU's 28 sports. JMU's NFL players, Delvin Joyce
('OO) and Curtis Keaton ('OO), have both come home to Madison
to train with Werner, who also teaches the Concepts of Strength
and Conditioning courses in JMU' s kinesiology program.
Werner holds strength and conditioning specialist certifications from the NSCA and the Collegiate Strength & Conditioning Coaches Association. He is also an American College
of Sports Medicine certified health/fitness instructor and an
International Sports Medicine Association sports nutrition consultant. He has published articles in more than 25 professional
coaching journals, including Sports Medicine and Performance,
Power and Physical magazines. And, he is a sought-after speaker.
On March 4, he presented at the third annual Arnold [Schwarzenegger] Strength Training Summit.
In addition to Coach Werner's hands-on program for the athletes, he has designed and developed a cutting-edge Web site for
ffi
coaches and athletes at http://orgs.jmu.edu/strength.

S

MATT MAGERKO:Atlantic-10 Student-Athlete ofthe Year

enior Matt Magerko was named the Atlantic 10 Football Conference's Student-Athlete of the Year by the conference's sports
information directors. Magerko, a senior guard, was the top performer on an offensive line that helped the Dukes rank second in
the Atlantic 10 and 13th nationally in rushing and second in the A-10
and 12th nationally in scoring in 2005. The kinesiology major graduated
in December and is now pursuing a master's degree in sports administration. Magerko was also named to the Walter Camp Football Foundation I-AA All-America Team
(offensive team). Walter Camp, the "Father of American Football," first selected an All-America team
in 1889. Magerko was also tapped for The Sports Network's Division I-AA All-America Football third
team and the A-10 All-Academic Team.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss2/1
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DUKESTURF

TONY LEZOTTE
Tapped for two All-America teams

M

adison safety Tony LeZotte,
the 2005 Atlantic 10 Defensive Player of the Year, was
among nine standouts from
the A-10 Football Conference named
to the Walter Camp Football Foundation I-AA All-America Team. LeZotte
was also named to the first team on
The Sports Network's Division I-AA
All-America Football Team.

DORON WHITE
Sets ]MU record in weight throw
en's indoor track and field
sophomore Doran White
hurled the 35-pound weight
48 feet and 10.75 inches to set
a JMU record during the Patriot Games
at George Mason University in January.
White surpassed his previous career best
(by two feet), which came just a week
prior. He broke the record of 47 feet and
9 inches set in 1988 by Carl Childs.

M

on JMU's career goals list (34) and fourth on the career-points list
(78). Virginia Spores Information Directors Association members
also voted Argy to che 2005 All-Stace Women's Soccer first ream.

BAILLIE VERSFELD
All-America field hockey team
unior field hockey midfielder/back Baillie Versfeld was named to the
2005 Dartfish/Nacional
Field Hockey Coaches Association All-America second team.
She was also selected for the
South Region first team and the
All-Colonial Achlecic Association first ream, and she earned
All-South and All-CAA honors
for the third year. Versfeld was
also voted to the 2005 VSID
All-State Field Hockey Team.

J

KURT MORSINK
Coaches All-South Team

M

en's soccer player
Kurt Morsink was
named to the 2005
National Soccer
Coaches Association of America All-South Atlantic Region
Men's Soccer Team. The midfielder earned all-region first
team honors for the second
year in a row and was an AllCAA first-team selection for
the second season.

SHANNON SAUNDERS
CAA Cross Country Athlete ofthe Year

S

enior Shannon Saunders was
selected as the Colonial Achlecic
Association women's cross country
Athlete of che Year for the second
straight season in voting by the league's
coaches. Saunders captured her second
consecutive individual tide at the CAA
Cross Country Championship, winning the 6,000-meter race by seven seconds. The four-time All-CAA selection
posted an 11th-place finish at the NCAA
Southeast Region meet, which earned
her a berth in che NCAA Cross Country
Championship for the second year in a row. Saunders is the fifth
runner in CAA history to earn Athlete of the Year honors twice.

KIM ARGY
Womens Scholar All-America Team
enior Kim Argy was one
of 50 students named to
che 2005 National Soccer Coaches Association of
America/adidas Women's Scholar
All-America Team. The accounting major was also named to the
NSCAA All-Mid-Atlantic Region
first team, rhe All-Colonial Athletic Association first ream and the
CAA all-to urnament ream. Argy
completed her career ranked third

S
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ALLEN CARR
Qualifies for Amateur
Indoor Championships

S

enior Allen Carr qualified
for the Intercollegiate
Athletic Association
of Amateur Athletes
of America Indoor Championships in two events while
competing in the Virgin ia
Tech Invitational in January. Carr posted the secondfastest rime in the field of
39 entries in the mile. He
crossed the finish lin e in
four minutes and 14.25 seconds to clip the qualifying
standard of 4:14.90. He also
bettered the qualifying measure of 2:29.95 in the 1,000merer run when he covered the distance in 2:27.03, a time that
was the fourth best among che 42 contestants.
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Reading Road Show: Gus the Bus

T

B Y H ALI CHIET

('07)

hanks to "Gus the Bus," children throughout Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County are gaining a keen interest in reading. Gus the Bus was created in
2002 through a collaborative effort among eight agencies and an Early Learning Opportunity Act Grant.
The mobile library includes diverse books appropriate for children, mainly age birth to
5. Gus visits local neighborhoods, daycare centers, pre-kindergarten classrooms and lowincome housing sites to invite children and parents onboard to read together. By stressing the importance of reading to preschool children, the program aims to increase the
amount of time families spend reading. "Gus is a great partnership between the university
and the community," says Jane Hubbell, director for the Office on Children and Youth.
The nonprofit Office on Children and Youth is funded through a state Department
ofJuvenile Justice grant with matching funds from the City of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County. The office is located on the JMU campus and is a community initiative
supported by JMU's Institute for Innovation in Health and Human Services.
Last year, Gus traveled 15,000 miles providing early literacy opportunities to more
than 4,000 children and parents - where they live. In 2005, Page County donated a
$1,320 grant to expand the program and to hire a full-time bilingual health educator to
inform children and their parents about important health issues.
Hubbell is excited to expand the collaborative effort. "Literacy is important for the development of one's self-esteem," she says. "Being literate is tied to being successful in life." fit

I

I

* http://web.jmu.edu/officeonyouth

An Ecology of High-Altitude
Infancy: A Biocultural Per•
speclive
BY ANDREA S WILEY
2004 CAMBRIDG E
UNIVERSITY PRES S
ISB N 0-5215-3682-0

Anthropology
professor Andrea
Wiley investigates
the ecological,
historical and socio·
cultural factors that
contribute to the
peculiar pattern of
infant mortality in Ladakh, a high-altitude region in the western Himalayas of
India. Ladakhi newborns are extremely
small at birth, smaller than those in other
high-altitude populations. Factors such
as hypoxia, diet, the burden of women's
work, infectious diseases and the lack of
local health resources affect a newborn's
birth weig ht and raise the likelihood of
infant mortality. Wiley's work is an example of a new genre of anthropological
work, "ethnographic human biology." Her
text makes use of the methods of human
biology, but strongly emphasizes the
ethnographic context that gives human
biological measures their meaning.

Hip-Hop Inc.
2006 THU NDER'S MOUTH/AVALON
ISBN 1-56025-732-6
BY TIM LEFFEL ('8 6)

Tim Leffel ('86)
teams up with
Richard Oliver,
Ph.D., to get to
the heart of hiphop music and its
Sur.ms STRATFGllS
entrepreneurs.
I
Thun der's Mouth
RAP MOGUIS
Press says, "Some
of these moguls
have demonstrated business instinct and marketing
savvy that would make many Fortune
500 CEOs envious. Hip-hop and the
moguls behind it are a force to be reckoned with." Hip-Hop Inc. reveals the
secrets of success that can be applied
to virtually any other business and
illustrates these secrets by telling the
never-before-told stories of the most
successful of the rap elite.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss2/1
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Perc:epliveTravel.com
2006, BY TI M LEFFEL ( ' 86)

Award-winning travel writer Tim Leffel
('86) has launched a Web travel magazine
PerceptiveTravel.com. The site is "free of
corporate sponsors and thus free of popup ads, weekly e-mail pitches and other
annoyances," says Leffel. "The site publishes work from the best travel writers.
You can be assured that our Web site will
be filled with unique perspectives from
around the globe." Written by travel writers who see beyond the surface, featured
destinations, books and music are chosen
by the authors, not selected by tourism
boards, advertisers or hotel chains. Author
of The World's Cheapest Destinations
(2002), Leffel has contributed to dozens
of magazines and newspapers and is
regularly featured in Transitions Abroad,
The St. Petersburg Times and several
travel publications. Check out his awardwinning travel blog, Tim Leffel's Cheapest
Destinations, at http://blogs.booklocker.
com/ trave l/ .

'

perceP,tive 1
trave

Honesty Works! Real-World
Solutions lo Common Problems al Work and Home
200 6 STEVEN GAFFNEY COMPANY
BY STEVEN GAFFNEY ('86)
ISBN 097 15 37720

"Common workrel ated and interpersonal challenges
can be addressed
and resolved by
saying what needs
to be said - at
the right time, for
the right reasons
and, most importa ntly, in th e right
way," says Steven
Gaffney ('86). His
new book shows readers how they can
eli minate many of th e problem s at work
and at home by confronting difficult
situations hea d-on and resolving issues
t hrough honest co mmunica t ion. Th ro ugh
his keynot e speeches, seminars and boo ks
Gaffn ey has becom e an authority fo r
organizations on topic s like curbing gossip, improving listening skill s, establi shing
trust and creating stress-free, effective
work environment s.
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MINUTES

JMU

in th e

NEWS

COMPILED BY DAR C IE ROBERG E

('06)

Northern Virginia columnist Richard Barton on Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine's
inaugural parade in Williamsburg:
The parade, too, was spectacular - beginning with the magnificent VMI Corps
of Cadets marching in rigid perfection, and ending with the great James Madison University Marching Royal Dukes, [which] got this old bandsman's pulse
racing. It was enhanced by the lack of any motorized vehicles in keeping with
the Colonial Williamsburg atmosphere. OUR MAN IN ARLINGTON: Falls Church
News Press, Jan , 19, 2006

L.A.·based Web site praises JMU students:
When college students get a week off from school, not all of them head for Palm
Springs and Ft. Lauderdale. Students at James Madison University in Virginia
paid $325 each and spent 15 hours on a bus for the privilege of helping with hurricane relief efforts in Biloxi, Miss., during Thanksgiving week. Only 56 students
were allowed on the trip, although many more requested to go .... The D1NT Community says "Thank You" to the students, faculty and staff of JMU. You make
the world a better place and inspire us with your kindness. Do ONE N1cE THING :
www.DoOneNiceThing.com, Jan. 13, 2006

Mike Saunders, director of JMU's human performance laboratory, says:
Elite athletes are pushing the limits of human performance and breaking boundaries for the rest of us .... A high school or college football player in the 1960s wou ld
typically be told not to drink water during workouts or games. It wasn't science,
it was macho. Then came the proof that not only did dehydration harm performance, it could be dangerous - even deadly. IN PuRsun OF T HE EDGE: LA. Times.
com, Special Fitness Issue/Faster, Stronger, Smarter, Jan. 9, 2006

....

JMU history professor John Sayle Watterson, author of College Foot·
ball: History, Spectacle, Controversy, says:

I

Bobby Bowden [Florida State football coach] and Joe Paterno [Penn State football coach] have become akin to CEOs or generals in the public's perception by
winning, staying at the top of their profession and being successful entrepreneurs. [Both have tried to] deflect the notion that their presence is the most
compelling aspect of tomorrow's [2006) Orange Bowl. H AVING A FINE Ow TIME :
The Boston Globe, Jan. 2, 2006

JMU writing professor Elisabeth Gumnior on the new Harry Potterfilm:
I'm a little concerned that very, very young children are getting exposed to such
dark content. ... The books are well written, and the films are extremely well
crafted. I think the directors in the past have taken into account that they will have
young viewers. But they won't be able to completely abandon the scary themes.
HARRY POTTER MAKES A SCARY R ETURN : Sentinel and Enterprise, Nov. 21, 2005

JMU political science professor David A. Jones on the influence of
talk radio:
[People have] become more confident in their view. H ow T o SuRVJVE HOLIDAY G ATHThe Seattle Times, Dec. 19, 2 005

ERJNGS WITH You R POLITICAL- OPPOSITE R ELATIVES:

JMU sociology and anthropology professor Laura Zarrugh on Virginia's
Latino population:
[Virginia is now home to 400,000 Latinos). Much of the recent growth in the
Latino population in the Old Dominion has been in rural areas and small towns,
where Latinos are changing the cultural landscape. B mNVENmo
s
A VIRGI NIA: With
Good Reason, Nov. 21, 2 005

Felecia DeBerry ('92), a.k.a. Mocha Lee, says:
I love training my abs - always have and I always will. I love that working out is part
of my job .... A perfect day would be at the spa. I'd go from gym rat to spa brat.
CovER GIRL E XPOSED: Oxygen magazine, October 2005
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Some of the professors> student
[Kristie Kinch]

Fur poster draws
international win
BY MAR G IE SH ETT E RLY

in

Madison )s constellation

semester 2005. Kinch, reasoning that she an international award still seems surreal.
wasn't the top winner, "had pretty much "Ir's definitely quite amazing," Kinch says.
dismissed the contest." Then came that "I honestly don 't know what that's going
unexpected voice mail on her cell phone to do to help me in the future."
informing her in September char she was
Perhaps so, bur as a result of Colethe international grand prize winner.
Z ielanski's class, Kinch has, in addition ro
Cole-Zielanski thinks the honor is fit- her international prize, rwo other recogniting recognition for a design that is "won- tions to add to her resume and portfolio: an
derful, powerful - easily interpreted by honorable mention for an environmental
non-designers, by the masses. It conveys awareness poster for an environmental trust
the message instantaneously."
and a diversity poster for The American
Kinch's prize for winning the interna- Institute of Graphic Arcs, the leading protional competition? A $5,000 cash award fessional association for design, that placed
and a four-day, expense-paid trip to Rome among the top 20 entries. Not bad for
to accept her honor. She used some of her
a semester's work - albeit in a class that
prize money to finance the travel of her Kristie readily admits was "a lot more than I
mother, Ellen Kinch , and sister, D eborah bargained for. I worked harder in char class
Kinch Lewis, to accompany her to Rome for than in any other class at JMU." That work
the awards banquet, vegetarian, of course.
included extensive research on poster topAnd while the acrual visit to Rome was a ics, preliminary sketches, countless revisions
fantastic experience, the lingering benefits and multiple meetings with C ole-Z ielanski
of the international acclaim will in the before a final design was submitted.
long run prove more valuable. "Yeah, I
'Tm very proud of her," Cole-Zielanski
guess I'll put it on my resume," Kristie says. "She is an excellent student, one of
says with a laugh, although the thought of many excellent students we have here."

t's not often that a last- minute
switch of plans leads to an international honor. But that's exactly
what happened to Kristie Kinch,
a senior graphics arts major from
Wilmington, Del.
Kinch's second idea for a poster for the
annual Fur Free Alliance's D esign Against
Fur competition - not her first - was
named the grand prize winner in a competition that pooled the top 12 entries from
Canada, Europe, the United Kingdom and
Ireland, and the United States.
The entry started as an assignment in a
poster design class taught by JMU Art and
Art History professor Trudy Cole-Zielanski. The task was to graphically represent the
philosophy of the Fur Alliance: Fur is cruel.
When Kinch found herself running into
dead ends with her original idea, "she had the
good sense to dump it at the last minute and
start anew," Cole-Zielanski says. Perhaps that
~
-<~--- ~
good sense came from Kinch's appreciation
,
:
~,.,
of her professor's honest criticism. "Trudy has
.;
a way to really bring out the best of me. She
doesn't let bad things fly, which is good."
So, three d ays before the ass ignment
deadline, Kinch was back at the drawing
board, working feverishly and desperately
hoping for inspiration. Then, a new idea
- eye catching and powerful in its simplicity- came to Kristie "overnight. "
•
'
'
Her poster design, animal tracks traversing a plain white background to a pool of
. \
blood, and then bloody human footprints
tracking on, initially won second place
nationally and earn ed her an expensepaid trip to N ew York City for the awards Senior graphic arts major Kristie Kinch ('06) won the international Fur Free Alliance's
banquet and ceremony late in the spring Design Against Fur competition with her Fur is Cruel poster.
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

Spanish professor Karina Kline-Gabel is
helping local Latino children embrace and
share their culture. When she refined her
Spanish under the tutelage of then-JMU
professor Jim Conis (left) there was no
hint of the prejudice she sees today.

[Karina Kline-Gabel]

Building bridges through friendship

I

BY CHRJS EDWARDS

n self-portrait collages, the children
embellished soccer balls, palm trees
and butterflies with tinsel, 3-D flowers and photos of themselves beside
new friends from JMU.
A heart framed the paired photo for Stacey Bailon, a sixth grader at Harrisonburg's
T homas Harrison Middle School. Seventh
graders Melissa Acosta and Sofia Cabrera
chose pink daisies, evoking the meaning
of AMISTAD (Spanish for "friendship"),
a program that brings JMU and THMS
students - 20 each - together twice a
month after school. Some children placed
crowns on JMU companions' heads. Seven th grader Andrea Rivas' collage, however, evoked AMISTAD's mission: she
"crowned" herself.
JMU Spanish professor Karina KlineGabel wanted to help bilingual, bicultural children find the confidence she had
taken for granted as the child of an American-born father and Colombian mother
in Harrison burg. Her Spanish teacher at
JMU's then-Anthon y Seeger Elemen-

30
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tary School, JMU professor J im Conis,
had appreciatively dubbed her "a walking encyclopedia." It was only in adulthood that Kline-Gabel observed prejudice
against the growing Latino population. As
she and her husband began raising their
two young bilingual daughters, it saddened her to see immigrants "trying to
bury" their heritage.
The 1992 JMU grad joined the faculty
in 2003. Kline-Gabel wanted to dovetail her dream of helping Latino children
embrace and share their culture with her
job as a coordinator for the Foreign Language Department's Spanish language
classes, which entails arranging for students
to interact with local residents.
"I picked middle school because I
wanted to work with them while they' re
younger," she says - citing as inspiration
the young inner-city dancers documented
in Mad Hot Ballroom. She applied for an
Office of International Programs "Internationalization at Home" Initiative grant.
In March 2005, AMISTAD - with the

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss2/1

motto, "Building bridges through friendship" - received one of six $10,000
awards on campus.
Since Sep tember, students have prepared workshops fo r the m iddle-schoolers with Kline-Gabel's help. Laura Dagefolt led a game about holiday traditions.
"While there may have been some shyness
and tension at the beginning, all of that
has evaporated," she says.
Fellow student-mentor Matt Keenan says,
"The JMU students have learned about the
middle schoolers: about their families, their
cultures and abo ut what is important to
them. The Thomas Harrison students have
learned that there are people outside of their
families who genuinely care for them and
know the importance of cultural diversity."
Both groups have enjoyed frequent soccer
and wall-climbing sessions at UREC; a visit
by Mexican-American author Michele Serros; and the downtown Latino Film Festival, which Kline-Gabel organizes. She plans
to seek other funding, and tap more volunteer work, to continue AMISTAD once
OIP support expires.
Both schools have AMISTAD waiting
lists. At JMU, knowing Spanish is not a
prerequisite, but an interest in Latino culture is. Skills vary among the THMS children, selected from teacher recommendations. "I wanted those who would be eager
to share their culture and be excited about
it," says Kline-Gabel, who watched them
overcome initial shyness about speaking
Spanish in workshops. They laced their
collages - exhibited this winter at Harrisonburg's OASIS gallery - with terms
like belleza and "cool."
Amy Chappell, THMS's Hispanic community liaison, calls AMI STAD the first
extracurricular program to attract many
Latino students: "They always look forward to the next meeting dates." THMS
Principal Betsy Du n nenberger, who
arranged after-school transportation, says
AMISTAD "assists our students in expanding their understanding of themselves and
their culture."

*
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[Herbert 'Buz' Altshuler]

The Army's
top civil affairs
commander
BY DONNA DUNN

M

('96)

aj. Gen. Herbert L. "Buz"
Altshuler ('76M) came to
Harrisonburg to start a printing plant but left with an
M.B.A. from Madison.
The West Point graduate had served
with the 173rd Airborne Brigade as a platoon leader for two tours in Vietnam, and
then went to work for a printing company
in Maryland. He was sent to Harrisonburg
to help build their new facility.
"I remember my first class at Madison," the general recalls. "I came in from
work wearing a suit and tie for Accounting 101, and the class was filled with freshmen wearing tank tops and shorts. I was
the 'teacher' because I was 12 to 13 years
older than every one else."
While taking classes part time, Altshuler
received word that his company had been sold
and he no longer had a job. "I went to the
dean of the business school and told him I was
heading out west, and I asked ifI could finish
my master's degree. Because of my circumstances and Madison's willingness to work
with individuals, I was able to complete it."

With degree in hand, Altshuler drove to
San Francisco, where his sister lived, and
was immediately hired by Merrill Lynch
as a stockbroker. While there, he was
asked to be in the active Army Reserve in
1977. Serving as an officer in a number
of psychological operations battalions and
civil affairs commands, Altshuler attended
the Army War College in 1988. By that
point, he owned his own printing business
near Sacramento. He sold it in the midl 990s, just after his first stint in Bosnia.
Altshuler was first mobilized and
deployed ro Bosnia in 1995, where he
served as commander of Combined Joint
Psychological Operations. When he
returned home, he assumed leadership of
the 351st Civil Affairs Command. He was
again sent to Bosnia with the 3 51 st, as
commander of the Combined Joint Civil
Military Task Force. When he returned in
June 1997, he was promoted to brigadier
general. In October 2000, he earned the
rank of major general.
He became commanding general of the
United States Army Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations Command at Fort
Bragg in April 2001. In his current position, Altshuler directs more than 10,000
soldiers in 81 units and 27 states. These
soldiers have been busy in Afghanistan,
Iraq and on the Gulf Coast, assisting the
victims of Hurricane Katrina. "The young
men and women in the Army today are

unbelievable . .. the country's in good
hands," Altshuler says.
Alcshuler's civil affairs units are made
up of individuals specially trained to
interface with the civilian population.
"Our job is to specifically represent our
military to chat population to keep that
population out of the way of military
operations," he explains.
For example, military commands in
Bosnia were initially set up in factories
and schools. However, once the fighting subsided, civil affairs units helped the
military find alternate locations to house
operations so schools and factories could
function again.
Psychological operations also help to
keep people our of harm's way. In the first
Gulf War, leaflets dropped on front lines
led to thousands of soldiers surrendering
and saving their lives. Altshuler calls psychological operations the military's advertising agency: "We only deal in the truth.
We try to tell them why we're there and
what we're trying to accomplish."
Altshuler has been able to use much of
his printing background in psychological
operations, which incorporate print and
broadcast media. "We take the commander's message to the people," he says. "In
places where we're involved in democratizations such as Iraq and Afghanistan, we
distribute information about democracy,
one man one vote, suffrage .. . all of the
kinds of things we want people to know to
help them understand why we are there."
Alcshuler's many experiences and skills
have woven together to help him rise
through the ranks. "In today's high-tech
world, my 30-year-old M .B.A. may seem
outdated, but I learned enough about business communication, finance and economics and how all of chose things work, not
only in a business, but in civil structure," he
says. "I've been able to use that in this job."
The self-described "adrenaline junkie"
is married with one daughter. H e could
retire from the military, but says he loves
the challenge. "This is my job, my hobby
and my life."

*

As director of U.S. Army Civil Affairs,
Maj. Gen. Buz Altshuler directs more than
10,000 soldiers. He talks with a few of his
troops in Afghanistan.
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Gelling Flohr-ed
Professor's challenge inspired my best work

BY

CHR1srnrHER

J.

WoMAcK

('88), PH.D.

was a junior physical education major in the fall of 1986. When she got to me, she paused and said, "This is the best work
My academic history up to that point was an all too you've ever done."
The best work I've ever done? I knew it! A rush of satisfaccommon tale: good high school grades, a very bumpy
tion surged through me as I hurriedly opened the paper to check
first year, followed by improving grades and a vow to
my grade. My eyes gazed on a
put some effort into
bright red B+.
my classroom pursuits.
Satisfaction led to disbelief
I was in the process of improving
and then to anger. The best I've
but was far from being passionever done? Clearly she doesn't
ate about learning.
I surveyed my schedule in
understand my genius! Clearly
advance that semester and made
she doesn ' t reali ze that I am a
talented and brilliant srudent.
the obligatory prejudgments
on which courses to devote the
Then it hit me . Clearly, she
realizes that I can do better.
most attention to. Anatomy
would definitely command some
Deep down , I knew she was
time, as would Statistics. Forturight. I knew that although my
nately, I had a course in Exercise
work on the paper was better
Prescription that I could count
than adequate, perhaps even
on as an easy grade inflator. This
good, it didn't measure up to a
course was taught by then-swim
standard she knew I could hit.
coach Judi Flohr. Since then, she
Though not an overnight transhas earned her doctoral degree
formation, that moment was
in exercise physiology and is a
the beginning of my academic
tenured professor in the Departlife. I began to devote my full
ment of Kinesiology. Although
energies to my academic field
I had never seemed to do as
and acrually started enjoying
well in Judi 's classes, with my
the process of learning.
ever-improving academic perMy academic journey led to a
formance and the relatively easy
doctorate in exercise physiology
course topic, I knew I would
from the University of Virginia
succeed in this class.
and m y current position as
Judi Flohr's "easy" Exercise Prescription course turned out to be no
I knew that Judi was a good grade inflator after all for kinesiology professor Chris Womack ('88). assistant professor at Michigan
communicator and very pasState University. I have continsionate about teaching. However, this only led me to believe ued to stay in contact with Judi - consulting her about importhat I'd not only get an easy grade but would also enjoy class.
tant professional decisions and, of course, about ways to inspire
As the semester began, I was doing well, but not great, in my and motivate students. We even collaborated on a research proj"hard" classes, and by my personal reckoning, was going to ace ect that resulted in a publication and presentation.
Sometimes I think about what would have happened if Judi
Judi's class. This was my perception until she handed back our
first papers. I had actually "worked" on this paper, so there I sat, hadn't challenged me to do my best work. I certainly wouldn't
smugly contemplating the glowing reception I would get. As I be in the position I enjoy, and I would not have enjoyed the prosat there wondering ifl'd get a perfect score, or something in the cess of getting here. I am thankful and blessed to have crossed
mid-90s, Judi stoically walked up and down the aisles handing paths with her and that she cared enough to tell me that my
papers to each student, sometimes pausing to make comments. work was good, but not good enough.
ffl
About the Author : Chris Womack ('88), Ph.D ., is a professor of
kinesiology at Michigan State University. He enjoys running, Bible study
and spending time with his wife, Dawn, and stepson, Landon. He will
join the ]MU faculty in the fall of 2006, due in part to the opportunity
to work with Judi Flohr.
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About the Professor: Kinesiology professor Judith Flohr directs
JMU's Center for the Promotion of Physical Activity for Girls and
Women. The center was formed to develop and provide activities to promote physical activity for girls and women and enhance their knowledge
of health issues.
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America in search of a covenant
For a na t t0· n so diverse' i:vhose citizens hold so many faiths, education should bind us
Bv

PHIL W1 s HON,

PH .D.,

DEAN OF THE COLL EGE OF Eo ucATIO

·
schools play a singular, almost venermencan
them
I I. n our communities - we trust
ated roe
.
he! oung m inds soar and young ideas find
to
PY
..
d
· . to help embolden young spmts; an to
voice,
help guide young hearts and strengthen young
. We think of schools as places where
b 0 d ,es.
all wed to flou f ish ' where innocence can find refuge, and
dreams are O .
rished. School is where most of us learned
f . d hips are nou
where nen s
Id' wonders and something about the rapture
. O f t h e wor s
somethmg
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of literature, music and art; and for the most fortunate among us, it
was where we learned from a schoolmate crush something about the
thrill and heartache of first love. Because the public school welcom
all children, it is where many of us first acquire a do e acquaintance
with the broad range of individual human differences.
In this first decade of the new millennium, the di parity between
the advantaged in our society and those residing at the margin of
American society is thrown into sharp relief. Burdened by poveny,
poor health, neglect, bigotry and emotional isolation, children at the
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margins can seldom count on the prorection of healthy, knowledgeable caring parents. For many of them - young refugees
of the ruin of the American dream - violence has become their first language. One
of the tragedies of contemporary American
experience is that millions of young people
who are not, unfortunately, swept along on
the crest of societal advantage face a future
that holds diminishing hope and will never
fulfill their promise. Because of inequities of
wealth, opportunity and acceptance, and the
deforming effects of our social history on the
poor, on racial and ethnic minorities, and on
many young women, the tragedy of life is
felt to its tip. Wounded youth, these less fortunate students will not learn easily what we
want them to learn, and they will learn too
easily what we would prefer they wouldn't.
Eudora Welty, one of the most prominent
American literary figures of the past century,
devoted her life's work to lifting the veil of
indifference to each other's human plight.
To such a cause - a call for conscience,
American education may do well to re-dedicate itself. One of the ways that schools can
impart significance to matters of conscience
is to restore issues of social justice, democratic ideals and concern about protecting
the environment to a more prominent place
in the curriculum. Matters of conscience
prevail when human wellness, creative selfexpression, wonder of the natural world
and intimacy among communities of learners - rich conversations with youth about
the human impulse to civilize rather than to
savage - are elevated in the curriculum to
positions of importance, not merely added
on when time permits.
For a nation so diverse, whose citizens
hold so many faiths, education could be a
civil surrogate for an America in search of a
covenant. America is best served by an education system that cares about who we are
and what we value most deeply, at least as
About the Author : College of Education
D ean Phil Wishon has taught elemen tary school
in inner-city Colu mbus and p reschool at Ohio
Wesleyan Un iversity's child develop men t center.
H e recei ved his doctoral degree from Ohio State
Un iversity in child development and early childhood educatio n. He has served as president of the
Nation al Association of Early Childhood Teacher
Educators and continues to p ublish widely and advise and oversee professional j ournals.
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'America is best
served by an education system that
cares about who
we are and what we
value most deeply.'
much as about what we know. Education
should bind us - its beneficent effects
should cut across class lines, racial lines and
gender lines. Within the past year, the College of Education engaged in a year-long
strategic planning process that focused in
large measure on the development of a
vision and set of goals toward which our
college might aspire. At the heart of this
important exercise in self-reflection and
analysis was the conviction that our programs should resonate in a distinctly civil
and humane way; that we should dedicate
ourselves to advancing a compassionate concept of schooling and of society.
In JMU's educator and leadership preparation programs, the belief prevails that
American education should concern itself
first and foremost with matters of conscience, caring and social justice. Such matters of interpersonal regard are also important in the workplace, of course. Honest perspiration may dampen the back of machine
worker and dreamer alike. In advancement
of this belief, we are pleased to work closely
with our colleagues in other colleges on
campus, with our P-12 school partners and
with our friends in business, government
and community service throughout the
region. This commitment inspired our decision to host the statewide School Violence:
A Safe Schools Initiative Conference this
past November, for example, and the belief
is actualized every semester by the countless
schools- and community-based service learning events in which our teacher candidates,
professors and staff members engage.
In the College of Education, we believe
that we must make concerns of the poor and
those in whose lives respect and social justice
have been rare commodities our concerns. A
commitment to promote social justice and
advancing education as a moral endeavor is
a cause that speaks across time and cultures,

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss2/1

binding us to our ancestral JMU colleagues,
candidates and friends who stepped forward
in their moment in history and nourished
the minds and spirits of past generations of
American youth. Among the enduring expectations we have of our graduates is that they
imagine societies that are less oppressive and
take whatever action they can to help make
them more humane. Rising to such a challenge graces their lives and conveys dignity
upon their professional accomplishments.
It is an imperfect world, and the history of
humankind has become a struggle berween
ecstasy and banality - a race between
enlightenment and disaster. Th e gap
berween the rich and poor of the world has
turned into a chasm. Since 1990, the number of people in the world living on less than
$2 a day has risen by more than 100 million to 3 billion. In human history, a shameful legacy of abuse, torture and genocide is
chronicled; and every generation in recent
memory has observed a war berween nations
or cultures somewhere on the planet.
Globalization is not working for many
of the world's poor, as 6,000 children die
each day from malnourishment - nor is
it working for much of the environment.
Except for humankind, no other creatures
on Earth are so self-indulgent that they
would destroy irretrievably entire ecosystems to satisfy their vanity. Indeed, our
unrelenting conceit leaves one wonderin g
how much longer we can sustain a civilization that destroys the very things it was
built upon. Only humankind has the power
to plunge the world back into darkn ess;
only our often-famished civil impulses prevent us from spreading ruin unhindered.
It is more important than ever that educators help students learn to h arness their
knowledge and skills to address the real
problems families and communities face.
As we help students become increasingly
literate in the fields of communication arts,
mathematics, science, technology and the
social sciences, we must also help them learn
to think critically and creatively about events
and circumstances that imperil our relationships with others, with other of the planet's inhabitants and with the planet itself.
We must help students understand that
the "three Rs" don 't make a life. There are
learned individuals who aren't good read-
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ers; and there are good readers who aren't
learned (or caring) individuals.
The necessary common thread of hope for
preserving a morsel of transcendent, visionary
hopefulness about the future is conscience.
If we want a future in which compassion
defeats hatred, in which generosiry of spirit
overcomes avarice, and in which husband ry
of the planet prevails over wastefulness and
destruction, we must prepare teachers and
leaders co accend co matters of conscience as
well as co maccers of self-expressive enlightenment and the traditional domains of intellectual competency.
Our place at center stage of human events
is a transitory moment in the sweep of h istory, subject co untold influences tha t will
change humanity for good or ill. T he q uestion before us is wh ich of h uman ki n d 's

impulses will we allow co ho ld dominion over ochers? If there is co be harmony
berween our ambitions and the imperishable
regard we must have for each ocher and che
world, the decisions we make now regarding
education will help make it so.
Within the C ollege of Education ch e
belief is held chat our students should complete their programs with a strong sense of
how co address the core issues of our time.
We are intent on designing and implementing programs chat inspire in our students a
more heightened and consequential sense of
responsibility for stewardship of our schools,
our communities and our environment. A
strong liberal studies background, mastery of
academ ic content, successful leadersh ip experience in field settings and a strong desire co
make positive d ifferences in che lives of och-

ers are che hallma rks chat d isti nguish our
graduates from chose of most ocher inscicucions. This potent combination of intellectual accomplishment, leadership ability
and a caring disposition is a primary reason
ch at che 300 or so students who complete i
o ur programs each year are so highly coveted by school divisions and ocher employers
throughout the commonwealth and region.
Our faculry, colleagues and partners are
dedicated co helping instill in chem the abiliry and will co think through what they care
about most, co deepen their understanding of
themselves as human beings and to develop
th eir capacity for m oral deliberation and
action. T his cause and our vision are not provincial, not local, not moored to a particular
time and place. O ur cause is timeless and
placeless, and therefore free and enduring. ffl

Educators confer on keeping children safe

I

]MU sponsors conference on school violence

f you are a teacher, counselor
or school administrator, here is
some good news: the statistical probability of a homicide
in your building is only once per
12,800 years, according to Dewey
G. Cornell - keynote speaker for
"School Violence: A Safe Schools
Initiative Conference." Yet bad
news appears all too regularly: bullying, drug use, vandalism, personal
tragedies and gang recruitment.
About 100 educators explored
safety, diversity and discipline dur·ng the daylong November 2005
1
conference at JMU.

The College of Education hosted a daylong conference,
"School Violence: A Safe Schools Initiative," where
more tha_ n 100 educators examined the realities of_
school violence and heard from experts on the topic.

Focusing on Columbine-like massacres distracts school s
from more prevalent challenges, said Cornell, a University
of Virginia education professor and forensic psychol ogist.
Additionally, JMU College of Education Dean Phil Wishon said
that in today's climate, "Academic achievement monopolizes
the spotlight" - sometimes t o the neglect of safety and emot ional health.
Cornell, who works with schools developing threat assessment procedures, decried "zero tolerance" approaches that
produce such phenomena as one student's arrest and expulsion for shooting a paper clip with a rubber band.
More common-sense classroom management is the goal of
a Carpe Diem system developed at Essex Intermediat e School
and presented in teacher Sheila Cooper's confe rence workshop. "Some of you might be thinking, 'J ust teach me how to
strike fear and trepidation into these little deviant urchins'
hearts," she quipped. Instead, Cooper emphasized consistency.
She and a colleague had based Carpe Diem (seize the day) on
"three C's - choices, consequences and congratulations."
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Margaret B. Shaffer, JMU associate dean of education suggested
schools cultivate relationships with
families. " Parenting is the missing
link," Cooper agreed.
Eastern Mennonite University
education professor Judy H. Mullet spoke on "A Restorative Justice
Approach to Bullying." Mullet noted
restorative justice, first developed as
an alternative in criminal proceedings, "seeks to mend relationships."
Chris Rush, a Harrisonburg City
police sergeant, said Virginia's
.
you th gangs range f rom organ1zalions such as Blood s and Crips to

small neighborhood delinquent groups. In the latter category,
he recalls rivalry among small Harrisonburg "gangs" that
began in elementary school, culminating in vandalism.
Kenneth Sheldon, psychologist for Edgecombe County
Schools in North Carolin a, and Barbara Perry-Sheldon, education professor at N.C. Wesleyan College, cited surveys in which
most middle-school children say schools fail to protect them
from verbal and emotional bullying, while 57 percent say they
would do nothing if they saw classmates bullied. Suggestions
from that workshop, " Diversity's Role in School Violence,"
ranged from t eaching against prejudice to patrolling hallways.
Addressing "The Legal Response to School Safety Concern s:
too much or not enough?" G. Rodney Young II, attorney for
several school boards, discussed such issues as sharing information versus protecting privacy.
JMU student Greg Thompson, who was working with specialneeds children in a practicum, attended the conference "to see
if there is anything new in classroom management." Thompson
felt wary of "one-size-fit s-all approaches."
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Professor Joe Opala
links the descendant of
a kidnapped 10,year,old
slave girl to her ancestral
home in Sierra Leone
and brings healing
from heartbreak

BY MARGIE SHETTERLY

PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
BY TERRY MIURA
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During a raid on a village, a common
horror in West Africa during the slave
trade, a child is torn away from his
mother. This 18th century etching shows
the kind of violence and destruction that
occurred in the interior of Africa because
of the slave trade on the coast.

small girl steps out of a wooden canoe and is led toward a
massive British fortress on Sierra Leone's Bunce Island. Her hands are bound, and she's shackled
to the person before her and behind, forming a line of humanity slowly snaking its way toward
a world of unknowns. Towering above her are imposing stone walls lined with cannons that fire
salutes to slave ships arriving every day from Britain, France and the American Colonies.
Once inside, the men are herded into a heavily guarded open-air prison, and the women and
children are locked in an enclosure behind the much larger men's yard. Soon, the human goods
are sold, and the child is marched down a stone jetty, put into a launch and taken to a small
ship with dozens of others. The ship is called the Hare, and it's bound from Sierra Leone to

f

South Carolina. Aboard are Africans kidnapped from their rice-growing villages to be sold for
premium prices to rice planters in Charles Town, the colony's port city. The child, frightened
and confused, nevertheless holds her head high as she takes her final steps on African soil.
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early 250 years lacer,
a black woman from
South Carolina steps
off rhe plane on co
land nor far from
char same place . A
beautiful, dignified woman in her early
30s, she is greeted like a celebrity. In the
minds of her African hoses, she is. The
seventh generation descendant of char
small girl taken from her home in 1756,
Thomalind Marrin Police represents rhe
thousands of lose children ripped from
Sierra Leone. The Africans welcoming
Police call our not her name, bur rhe
name of another - "Priscilla" - the
child who left Sierra Leone so long ago,
A triumphant welcome: Paramount Chief Bai Sherbro Komkanda II of Kafu
never co return. They are greeting Police,
Bullom Chiefdom enters the seaside village of Dunkegba united with Priscilla's
bur they are welcoming Priscilla home.
American descendant, Thomalind Polite, and her husband, Antawn.
Thar event in May 2005, appropriately
called "Priscilla's Homecoming," was the culmination of
In 1992, Opala found just such a family. He linked a
decades of research by JMU professor Joseph Opala and Gullah woman in Georgia co a specific village in Sierra
represents the third African homecoming he has orches- Leone through a funeral song passed down in her famtrated. Opala has spent more than 30 years studying the ily for 200 years. Mary Moran of Harris Neck, Ga.,
slave trade in Sierra Leone and the infamous slave castle learned a song from her mother in the Mende language
on Bunce Island, and lived in Sierra Leone for 17 years of Sierra Leone. An African-American linguist recorded
before the country's civil war forced him co flee in 1997.
her mother's song in 1931, and Opala played a copy of
The two earlier homecomings united Sierra Leoneans char recording in Sierra Leone in one Mende village after
with Gullah people from coastal South Carolina and Geor- another, hoping someone would recognize it. Finally, a
gia, black Americans known for their distinctive African- woman named Bendu Jabari, nor only recognized the
influenced language and culture, and led co two prize-win- song, but sang along when Opala and his fellow researchning documentary films chronicling these historic reunions, ers played it in her village. Sierra Leone's civil war postponed the "Moran Family Homecoming" for five years.
Family Across the Sea and The Language You Cry In.
The "Gullah Homecoming" in 1989 brought 13 Gullah Bur in 1997 Mary Moran, a 76-year-old grandmother,
community leaders co Sierra Leone co reaffirm shared cul- visited Sierra Leone at the invitation of its government
tural traditions that stretched across the Atlantic, includ- and met Bendu and a village elder old enough co rememing similar words and phrases, and nearly identical rice ber the funeral ritual that accompanied her fami ly's
dishes. The similarities are not surprising considering ancient song. Opala could only say, "It was a miracle."
Sierra Leone is part of West Africa's "Rice Coast," and the
Bur once again, Sierra Leoneans asked for more. "Thar
Gullahs' ancestors were brought co roil on rice plantations was good, but can you find an individual person stolen
in the South Carolina and Georgia low country.
away from our country and trace his descendants in AmerThat first homecoming left Opala elated. The scholar, ica?" Opala was dismayed. To find such a person, he would
who had come to Sierra Leone as a Peace Corps Volunteer have co uncover a 200-year old reference co a Sierra Leone
in 1974, had returned after graduate school and taught at sla.ve and trace his family tree, a daunting prospect considthe national university and, in addition co his historical ering many plantation records have not survived. And even
research, had worked closely with the country's govern- if he could trace the slave's descendants, he would still have
ment on cultural issues. For him, the Gullah Homecom- co link him back to Sierra Leone through slave auction
ing was nothing shore ofa cultural coup. But Sierra Leo- accounts and slave ship records. "Ir would be like winning
neans wanted more. Even after a week of national jubila- the lottery three times in a row," Opala explains.
tion, people said, "That was good, we liked meeting the
Perhaps he should have bought lottery tickers
Gullahs, but can you find a Gullah family you know came because events began to unfold that provided the indifrom Sierra Leone?"
vidual he was looking for.
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In celebration of a common
ancestor and a special
return, the people of the
Kafu Bullom Chiefdam
perform traditional
music, dance, acrobatics,
and magic.

Thousands await
as Thomalind
Polite approaches
the outskirts of
Dunkegba, and
200 children
dressed in their
school uniforms
line the road and
sing Home Again,
Home Again,
When Shall I See
My Home?

A special call: The men of Dunkegba
lead the way for Thomalind with a
tabule, a traditional drum used by the
chief's messengers to sound an alarm
or to call the villagers together for a
special event.
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Opala first heard about the
slave child Priscilla just weeks
after the Moran Family Homecoming, when writer Edward
Ball arrived in Sierra Leone. The
two men, both researchers of
the Gullah culture, knew each
ocher's work, so when Ball cold
Opala about Priscilla, he was
fascinated. During the research
for his book Slaves in the Family,
Ball found a ledger entry for June
1756 made by his ancestor, Elias Ball , a South
Carolina rice planter. It
recorded the purchase of
five African children three boys and two girls
- from a ship called the
Hare chat had just arrived
from Sierra Leone. Elias
gave the name "Priscilla"
to a 10-year-old girl he
bought. She eventually married and bore 10 children
and died in 1811. By scouring the plantation records
kept by his ancestors, Ball was able co trace Priscilla
co her modern descendants, the Thomas Marcin family of Charleston. When he cold the Martins they were
descended from the IO-year-old girl he had traced from
Sierra Leone in 1756, they were astonished.
For a while it seemed the story might end there. Opala
wanted to bring the Marcin family to Sierra Leone after
hearing Ball 's remarkable story, but the country's civil
war exploded into the capital city, forcing him to return
to the United Scates. In 1999, he accepted a teaching
position with JMU's Honors Program and the Department of Hiscocy but still maintained ties co Sierra Leone.
Finally, in 2003, he went back to cell Sierra Leone government officials about Edward Ball's discovery and
obtain an official letter of invitation for the Martin family. Opala was working on a documentary film on Bunce
Island with Charleston filmmaker Jacque Metz and
hoped the Martins would come to Sierra Leone to take
part in the project. Once back in the United States, he
headed co Charleston to hand deliver the letter to Thomalind Martin Police, daughter of Thomas Martin, the
man Ball identified as Priscilla's descendant. Her father
had since died, but Police was thrilled at the prospect of
visiting her ancestral home in Africa.
Then in 2004, when Opala was on a one-year fellowship at Yale University's Gilder Lehrman Center
for the Study of Slavery Resistance and Abolition, he
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Opala' s connection to Sierra Leone stretches back to
the 1970s when, as a Peace Corps volunteer in Bumbuna (left), he helped build a rice irrigation dam, and
to the 1980s, when he interviewed Alimamy Rakka ,
chief of Sangbulima village on Tasso Island, to learn
the oral his'tory about Bunce Island from the people
living near the castle today.
found it - the rest of Priscilla's document trail going
all the way back to Sierra Leone.
Opala found the original documents of the Hare, the
slave ship that cook Priscilla to South Carolina. Sitting
in the ornate reading room of the New York Historical
Society, he held letters the ship's captain wrote from
Sierra Leone and Charles Town and letters from the
ship's owners, all pertaining co the voyage chat cook
Priscilla co America. But the clincher was the actual
accounts of the sale of the Africans from the Hare listing Elias Ball as the buyer of three boys and two girls
on June 30, 1756. There was Priscilla.
But the ship's home port was also a surprise. Ball
assumed the Hare was a British ship owned by Bunce
Island. Bue the records showed the ship's owners were
Samuel and William Vernon, wealthy merchants from
Newport, R.I., and American patriot leaders during
the Revolution. And Newport was a major slave trade
port. Newport-based ships made nearly 1,000 voyages
co Africa and exiled nearly 100,000 people co lives of
bondage in the Caribbean and the Southern colonies.
"We now had an unbroken paper trail spanning
250 years," Opala says. "We had slave ship records,
the accounts of the sale of slaves from chat very ship
and plantation records chronicling Priscilla's family for five generations. You may find one or two of
these, but you never find all three of chem lining up
together," Opala says. "It's like getting struck by lightning again and again. This is probably the only case of
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Although abandoned since about 1840, the
commander's residence at Bunce Island, the
British castle where Africans were held before
their forced journey to America, still looms
eerily over Priscilla's story.

Thomas Martin, (above left)
Thomalind' s father, first learned
of his African ancestry in 1992
from Edward Ball, who wrote
Slaves in the Family. Ball, meeting here with another descendant of Ball family slaves, is the
descendant of Elias Ball II , the
rice planter who bought Priscilla
from the slave ship Hare in 1756.

James Campbell of Brown University, the head of a committee studying Rhode Island's role
in the slave trade, visits the European cemetery on Bunce Island the day Opala (right) took
Polite to visit the British slave castle .

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF JOE OPALA
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006
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a black fam ily with a documented
history going back to the very day
che slave ship left Africa." Again ,
he utters the word "miracle. "
Priscilla's story sparked a public
history revolution of sorts in Rhode
Island , with officials , educators
and interested citizens launching a
grassroots campaign called "Project
Priscilla" to cell the story of chis liede girl and the role chat small New
England state played in the slave
trade . The campaign is
raising money to bring
Thomalind Marcin Police
to Rhode Island chis fall
so she can see the spot
where the Hare departed
for Africa and share her
African homecoming
experience with ochers.
For Police, the trip
co Sierra Leone was an
emotional journey chat
truly felt like coming home. Standing on Bunce Island,
feeling the weighty sadness of the place, Polite said she
felt nearer to Priscilla than at any other time during
the whirlwind week of ceremonies, celebrations, meetings with dignitaries and quiet reflection. "Just knowing chat Priscilla was there 249 years ago, and there I
was standing on the same ground, made the cycle complete," she says.
A sense of completion also enveloped Opala. He
came to understand why Sierra Leoneans pushed him
for decades to find the descendant of an individual person stolen away from their country during the slave
trade. "The answer is family, " Opala says. "Africans are
devoted to their ancestors. They believe a community's
happiness and prosperiry depend on the ancestors being
pleased." And the ancestors can't be pleased unless they
are buried in home soil. Sierra Leoneans "don ' t wane
any ancestor to be lost or forgotten " - the very thing
chat happened to the millions forced into slavery.
With Priscilla's Homecoming, at least one of the lost
was found, and the healing could begin - a face driven
home by comments chat linked Priscilla's return with
the end of the country's recent civil war. An official of
the National Museum said, "Priscilla's coming home has
made up for all the horrors of the civil war. " A cabinet
minister voiced a similar sentiment. "Because of her coming home," he said, "I am sure chis country has turned the
corner and is now heading toward peace and prosperity."
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After an emotional tour of Bunce Island , Opala
and Polite sit in the shadow of the 40-foot walls
that imprisoned Priscilla before she was put aboard
a ship to America. In 2003, Joseph Opala visits Bo
(ab ove ) , Sierra Leon's second-largest city, to show
one of his documentary film s.
On the ocher side of the Aclantic, Priscilla is becoming "the equivalent of Anne Frank for the African holocaust," Opala says. Her story is spawning a children's
book by African-American writer Leslie Morales, a work
of popular history by Rhode Island journalist Paul Davis,
lesson plans on slavery by Brown University's Choices
Program, and public performances by Ron D aise of
the children's TV program Gullah Gullah Island - all
designed to raise awareness of the councless other children , unlike Priscilla, who didn't come home. And the
documentary Metz and Opala are making, called Priscilla's Homecoming, will be completed next year.
Remembering the homecoming last summer, Opala
wipes a tear from his eye as he describes the final event of
the week. Ten Ii ctle schoolgirls, each dressed in the costume
of one of Sierra Leone's famous female heroes, stood on a
stage and cold Police what their characters had contributed
to their country. Then they posed one lase question to Priscilla: "We wonder if you hadn't been taken away from your
home which one of us you might have been."
Opala wonders the same thing.
ffll
To learn more a bout Prisc illa ' s Homecoming
http://www. theworld. orgllatesteditionsl12/20051228.shtml
http://www.yale.edu!glclpriscillal
http://www.africanaheritage.com/Priscillas_ H omecoming.asp
http://www. statehouse-sl. orglpris-homecom-may3 0. html
http://news.bbc.co. ukl I !hilworld!africa/4460964.stm
http://www. danacoleman. net!p riscilla. html
http://www. charlestonmag. comlpop_archive I .html
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JMU players in Priscilla's Homecoming

1

oseph Opala, working through the Honors Program and and South Carolina over the past three years, helping to catalog
the Department of History at JMU, has had the flexibility the footage and shape it into a one-hour documentary for TV.
Jeanine Talley, a former intern 1n JMU's Furious Flower Poetry
to research Bunce Island and organize Priscilla's Homecoming
Center, accompanied Opala and Polite to
and also to involve others from JMU
Sierra Leone to cover Priscilla's Homecoming.
in these important projects.
Her moving story of the weeklong event can
Art professor Gary Chatelain is working
be found at www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline.
with Opala to create a computer reconstruction of Bunce Island as it was in the
JMU alum Joshua Klemm ('04) played a
major role in coordinating Priscilla's Homeyear 1805. For a recent exhibit called
coming in Sierra Leone. Klemm, who spent
Finding Priscilla's Children at the N ew
a semester abroad in Ghana during his
York Historical Society, they produced
a "movie" showing what Priscilla might Chatelain and Opala are creating a 3D
junior year at JMU, met Opala through a
have seen through her own eyes - at the computer model of Bunce Island as it was in class he taught on West Africa. After graduation, Opala helped Klemm get a position
height of a child - as she was led from the the year 1805. They hope to make an eduwomen's prison at Bunce Island through cational CD about Bunce Island, including with a human rights organization in Sierra
an animated tour of the castle showing how Leone, the National Accountability Group.
the various security doors and down to
it operated during the slave trade, historical
Klemm served as Opala's representative in
the jetty where the slave ship Hare lay at
documents, photos of the ruins, and text.
anchor nearby.
Sierra Leone for the homecoming, making
Senior honors student Ian Ryan ('06), who is studying screen- countless phone calls, securing commitments and meeting with a
play writing, is working with Opala on the documentary film Pris- string of Sierra Leonean and U.S. Embassy officials to coordinate
cilla's Homecoming, which will take another year to complete. Ryan the countless details needed to make the homecoming a reality.
met Opala through an honors class he taught on the Gullah peo- During the week of Priscilla's Homecoming, Klemm was involved
ple of South Carolina and Georgia. Ryan is now pouring through in a celebration of his own - his wedding to a Sierra Leonean
more than 20 hours of video Metz and Opala shot in Sierra Leone woman - and the sealing of that country as his second home. ffl

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY TERRY MIURA; OPALA AND CHATELAIN BY DIANE ELLIOTT ( ' 00)
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opular music, goes the accusation, first became self- indulgent, bloated and corporate back in the '70s. The explosive response was punk music, and frustrated fans came
quickly, with adherents sporting safety pins through their
cheeks and bands assaulting audiences with loud and
aggressive musical expressions.
One aspect of this fiercely independent era survived
intact. Original punkers held strictly to a doctrine of
"D.l.Y/' or "do it yourself/' in propagating their art
as well as political and social philosophies. Tiny music
labels run out of bedrooms and basements, self-promoted
concerts and t-shirts, and buttons produced by hand were
the modus operandi of punks .
These elements continue today in a scene broadly recognized as
"alternative/' and that's the attitude as well of MACRoCk, now in its
10th year and recognized as a leading event on the alternative scene.
Current alternative musical fare has morphed far beyond punk
and includes, among other genres, various types of metal, Americana, hip-hop, dance and retro styles of many kinds. MACRoCk
brings hundreds of new, independent and non-mainstream bands
working in these genres to Harrisonburg and J MU for the conference, where the music spreads to available stages and forums for a
mass and eclectic ce lebration of individuality, independence and music. The
conference attracts tight groups of loyal fans devoted to one specific type of
music, as well as students who come to sample everything, and, in keeping
with MACRoCk's mission, make independent choices.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss2/1
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Nil(il ON AOff THAT CORPOISPONSORSHIP
DBIG BUSINtSS
IR(N'T PART Of
WHAT ftAKtS THIS
nus1c CRf AT.'
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'MACROCK
NOW IN ITf
10TH YEAR IS
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hen Madison students dreamed up
the idea for MACRoC k in the fall
of 1996, "It was in response to
College Music Journal's conferen ce sudden ly deciding to rep resent
more co mmercial radio and major
labels, " says Jess Woodward ('06),
current coordinator of the conference. "Students working at WXJM
CJ MU 's student-run radio station)
had made the annual trip to the CMJ confere nce
in New York for years. And for a long time it was
focu sed on music outside the mainstream . But
when it changed, J MU students decided to do
something about it." And after 10 years MACRoCk remains steadfastly D.l.Y. "Although we
have gotten smarter about handling the money
part; we're getting he lp now from the J MU
finance office. They help us with wristband sales
and keeping track of the money." But the students
who run the conference - many of whom aspire to
careers in the alternative music scene - see thi s as
a step in the smart direction . "We're independent,
but not stupid about it. Getting help from people
who know how to handle money is smart."
The 10th MACRoCk w ill be held April 7- 8 in
Harriso nburg. More information can be fou nd at
http: //www. mac r ock .o rg /.
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A reason lo run
Alumna proves fitness and bealtb are not bound by age

BY KATIE

O'Dowo ('07)

"The most inspiring thing about my mom is chat she proves chat
arbara Carson-Campbell ('95M) didn't scare competing in triathlons until she was 48. "One day fitness and a healthy lifestyle are not bounded by age," says Bowman.
my daughter asked if I wanted co do a triathlon "I know when I'm middle-aged chis can be my lifestyle as well."
In 2004, the pair entered an international-length race chat was pare
together, and I said 'sure.' I believe her face dropped
a liccle," says the 51-year-old, who is gearing up for of che Tri-America series in Hampton. Carson-Campbell says she was
nervous about che race but found she liked che increased length of
her fourth season of triathlon competition.
the course. The same year, she
Lase year, Carson-Campbell
decided co compete in another
qualified for a spot in che USA
international-length race at Smith
Triathlon National Age Group
Mountain Lake, which, she didn't
Championship, but che chamrealize at the time, was the state
pionship in Kansas City, Mo.,
championships. She finished first
was canceled due co inclement
in her age group and qualified for
weather. Ic didn 't stop CarsonCampbell, who continues co train
nationals in Kansas City.
for future races.
During che triathlon season,
Carson-Campbell trains as much
Carson-Campbell's daughter,
Jennifer Bowman, who works
as 15 hours a week. When preparin JMU's Office of Audie and
ing for international-length races,
Management Services, says she
she does three swim, three run
became interested in triathlons
and four bike workouts a week.
through a co-worker. "Mosely
"Mom reminds me of the
importance of keeping training
I wanted a buddy co compete
and train with. Mom happened
fun," says Bowman. "And the joy
co be the lucky recruit, and now
of discovering a new bike route
she is unstoppable!"
through the countryside can make
The mother-daughter team had
all of the hours worthwhile.''
not rode a bike since childhood,
Carson-Campbell said the hardbut in 2002, they purchased bikes
est pare about competing is the
and were ficced for proper runtraining. "Sometimes you have co
ning shoes, and Bowman cook a
give up time with friends because
swimming class. "We spent many Triathlete Barbara Carson-Campbell says, "Training is the hardyou have co gee up early the next
est part about competing. It takes time away from friends when
morning co run eight miles," she
hours in JMU's University Recre- you have to get up early the next morning to run eight miles."
ation Center that first year swimexplains. "Food is also tricky. I
can eat more when I'm training, but I have co watch the quality.
ming laps and perfecting our techniques," Carson-Campbell says.
Carson-Campbell earned her master's degree in counseling from
The duo's first competition was a sprint-length triathlon at Breezy
Point in Norfolk. "We were so nervous the night before, we didn't say JMU's graduate program. "My college experience taught me not
a word while carbo-loading at the Olive Garden," says Carson-Camp- co give up even when things seem impossible - statistics class
bell. The duo competed in another sprint-length triathlon in Virginia for example," she laughs. "You can stick co anything. I am more
Beach that season and added a few more races the following year.
healthy and fie than I have ever been in my life.''
ffl

................................................................................................
Tips for starting a
*
*
*
*
*
*

training routine from

Barbara Carson-Campbell ('95M)

Set attainable goals. Sec smaller, more achievable goals chat don't lead co frustration.
Make sure your bike fies you properly. Be certain your bike is adjusted for height, leg length, etc., co avoid potential injury.
Gee fitted at a specialty running store chat will analyze your gait and fie you with proper shoes.
Listen co your body. Every ache and pain means something; don't ignore them.
Stretch, Stretch, Screech. I really like yoga, not only for che screech, but it really helps build core muscles.
"If you are going co doubt something, doubt your limits. " I really like Don Ward's quote; it helps open my mind co new goals.
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Whal do these majors have in common?
Professors and students probe sticky ethical dilemmas in an interprofessional quest
to improve health care BY A NNE STE WART, PH.D AND E M ILY AK ERSON, R.N. , M.N., c.F.N.P.
ach student glanced nervously around the circle of
eight unfamiliar faces. With exquisite timing, well
honed after their years in school, their gazes settled
quickly back down to the papers before them . I
waited another minute · Then , anoth er roun d
of nervous looks, and Cassie , a health services
.

administration major, said, "Well, I'll start." Looking to me, che
group facilitator, she said, "You said these could be things chat
other people might say, right?"
.
.
"Right. After each health service profession.'
u y.o were to [!SC
some words to describe che profession - descnpt10ns yo u or che

general public might name," I replied.
SPRING

PHOTOGRAPH BY JAY coRBETT/PHOTONICA
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TRANSFORMATIONS

Cassie bravely ventured, "OK, for nurses, I wrote that some people might say they
are kind, dutiful and, um, not as smart as
doctors." Protests arose from the nursing
majors in our group.
This exchange of reporting, answered
by protests, was repeated for each gro up
member. After more discussion, the information from our small group was compiled with the seven ocher groups in our
class to create the following list of commonly held attributes for h ealth and human service professionals:

* Dietitian: healthy, health nut, obsessive,
in shape or too skinny

* Health Services Administrator: runs
hospital, number cruncher, sits in an
office, boring
* Health educator: teacher, pushy, diet
nut, don 't know what it is
* Nurse: caring, not quite a doctor,
women, helps doctors, assistant
* Physician Assistant: almost a doctor,
assists someone in charge, dirty work,
gofer
* Psychologist: listener, power trip, head
doctor, shrink, does no work
* Social worker: helpful, "home wrecker, "
underpaid, poor, works with kids

As we continued to discuss the descriptors and the students' reactions, I was
convinced, again, of the importance of offering opportunities to learn together with
students from other health professions. In
our group, psychology students learned
that nursing students are understandably
angered to be seen as ' not quite a doctor'
and equally unhappy with the notion th at
they are seen as just "caring," as n eit her
the negative nor positive descriptor is
viewed as accurate, complete or respectful. Similar frustrations about being misunderstood were voiced by students en rolled in each program. As we discussed
the attributes, the students and I learned
About the Authors: Anne Stewart and Emily
Akerson had help with this article from their friends
David Cockley D .P.H, Karen Ford D .S. W, Janet
Gloeckner Ph.D., Judith Rocchiccioli, R.N, Ph.D.,
and the students from HHS 490 Ethical Decisionmaking in Healthcare: An Interprofessional Approach.
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One of the authors, Anne Stewart, confers with a group of students studying ethics in
health care from the team-developed, team-taught, interprofessional HHS 490.

more about the curricula, activities, experiences and aspirations of one another. An
in-depth and empathic discussion focused
on the surprise and disappointment of a
student's reaction in health education to
someo ne saying 'don't know what it is'
about her chosen degree program.
T hus began James Madison U niversity's
first HHS 490-Ethical D ecision-making
in Healthcare: An Interprofessional Approach course in the fall of 2004. A small
band of facu lty m embers, all of whom
have collaborated with us on this article,
h ad agreed to design and teach the class:
David Cockley from h ealth service administration , Karen Ford from social
work, Janet G loeckn er from dietetics,
Judith Rocchiccioli from nursing and us,
Emily Akerson from the Institute for Innovation in Health and Human Services
and An ne Stewart from the Department
of Psychology.
T h e beginning activity to explore favorable and unfavorab le professional stereotypes was purposeful, a bit risky, and
reflected our belief that interprofessional
work requires hon est dialogue with yourself and others. We believed that dialogue

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss2/1

about the biases and misunderstandings
we hold about one another as professionals
could be divisive or cohesive. In our small
groups, we faculty facilitators worked to
ens ure th at ideas and opinions were expressed with respect and curiosity. With
this important discussion as part of our
class history, we challenged each group
of stud ents to act as an ethics committee for the remainder of the course. Over
the semester, we all created a community
of learners ready to explore complicated
ethical dilemmas, literally life-and-death
issues, with growing esteem for the professional perspective of each team member.
Our class met for five two-h our sessions over the academic year, using a case
m eth od of instruction with small- and
large-group discussions. While the first,
earnest discussion con vinced us of the
value of the course material, our belief
was also strengthened by experiences in
clinical practice, as well as research evidence about the quality of client care and
professional satisfaction associated with
interprofessional care.
Enriching class discussions came from
an unexpected and disturbing source
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last spring, when her family, the media,
politicians and the court all debated the
fare of Terry Schiavo, the Florida woman who could not, because she was in a
coma, make her own decision or communicate her wishes about continuing
or ending her life. The students' viewpoints and discussions were passionate as
they articulated their perspectives on the
principles and precedents applicable to
the many issues that developed during the
final days of Schiavo's life. Ir became very
clear to the students and the faculty that
we beneficed from discussing and analyzing the many dimensions illuminated
by this difficult situation. It also became
clear that ethics and complex decisions in
health care are inseparable and are in tricately linked to professional knowledge
and personal values.
Of course, our commitment co the
class is sustained by the experience with
the students of HHS 490. They expressed enhanced awareness and insight
because of the course. Reflections like
these provide hope for the future of our
health care system:
* "I never realized how much the discipline
you are in shapes the way you view ethical
situations .... I found that better decisions
could be made on behalf of the patient when
a cross-disciplinary approach is used. "
* "I was able to see the clear connections
between all of the professions and how
everything is somewhat intertwined ....
Working with the other students helped
me realize that each piece of the interprofessional puzzle was equally as important

W

to use teamwork skills in cross-disciplin'This experience has ary
and ethical decision-making."
opened my eyes to a * "Through the contributions of the psywhole new meaning chology major, I was able to more fully
understand the importance of communiof health care beyond cating and consulting with the patient's
the call of the nurse. family. From the dietitian's contributions,
I gained an understanding of how deci... I will take my new sions
about food intake and rube feedings
can cause conflicts between family memknowledge of the
bers. I also gained understanding about
team and use it in the ways
to deal with the situations."
future as a nurse in
Class discussions and small group collaborations throughout the course led up
a hospital, working
to an assignment in which small groups
together ... to find the presented themselves to the class as an
best ethical decision to agency team, utilizing the expertise of all
the disciplines represented. Their invenbenefit the patient and of
tive heath care services included consultants
provide the best out- for end-of-life decision-making, children's
come for the quality health-care clinics and comprehensive wellness centers.
of life of the patient.'
Ac the end of the semester, the students
as the other. The team really did need everybody to gee che best outcome."
* "This experience has opened my eyes to
a whole new meaning of health care beyond the call of the nurse .... I will cake
my new knowledge of the ream and use
it in the future as a nurse in a hospital,
working together with PT, OT, speech ,
nutrition, social work and psychology to
find the best ethical decision to benefit
the patient and provide the best outcome
for the quality of life of the patient. "
"Working as a ream with students in
other professions has improved my ability

*

knew much more about one another's discipline-specific and shared body of knowledge and code of ethics. And they knew
the importance of knowing one another.
Beside the list of professions, instead of
"caring," "pushy" or "don't know," they
could enter Cassie, played violin since she
was 4 years old; Samuel, has a younger
brother with cerebral palsy; Dana, rides
horses competitively; Jennifer, lost her father just two months ago; Alex, excels at
water polo; and their faculty facilitators,
Emily, worked eight years in a jail and
Anne, did the splits on the stage of the
National Theater.
ffi
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ricing chis description of the

with and by students so they may transform sys-

interprofessional class is bit-

tems of care. The ulcimate beneficiary of Vida's

tersweet. In November, Vida

lifework is the patient, whom she believed deserved

Huber, the driving force for

competent, compassionate and coordinated care.

chis class and JMU's attention ro valuing inter-

As she said best, "In my view, the answers to the

professional work, passed away. Vida was associ-

'big' problems in our global environment can only

ate dean of the College of Integrated Science and

be found when we truly recognize and understand

Technology and director of the Institute for Inno-

the reality and impact of [our] interconnected-

vation in Health and Human Services. Sustained

ness." We will keep teaching and helping one

by her vision, we will continue to be transformed

another rhe way you caught and helped us all.
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* Purple Pride in Bean Town

* Metro Dukes aid Volunteerfest
* Homecoming Photo Contest winners
* 1993 classmates' Christmas connection
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{Boston Dukes}

Madison Events

.............................

Bean Town
Dukes unite

MARCH 14

Baltimore/Annapolis
Chapter Happy Hour

Alumna's Madison spirit
1·s contagious in Boston
BY ERIN PETTIT

N

at Claddagh Pub (Canton), 6 p.m.
BaltimoreChpt@alumni.jmu.edu

('05)

ew to Boston after her graduation, Blu Nordgren ('0 4)
wanted to meet new people, particularly those with
ties to JMU. So when she
found out that there wasn't an active JMU
alumni chapter in her area, she took matters into her own hands and started one.
Nordgren's determination to build an
active JMU alumni organization in Boston strengthened after she realized that
her roommate at the time had an active
alumni chapter from her university.
Rumor had it that a JMU alumni chapter
once existed in the Boston area, Nordgren
says, but it had faded out and no activities had really been planned for about five
years. Last summer Nordgren set out to
change that fact by forming the Boston
Area JMU Alumni Chapter.
"It was a little slow at first," Nordgren
admits, "but more and more people keep
showing up to events and more are showing an interest in helping out and organizing events."
With no official officers yet, Nordgren
is the main organizer, along with a couple
ocher "very active members," she says. Her
aim is to allow members to organize activities in which they are particularly interested. "For instance, Allison Miracco ('02)
came up with the great idea of a scavenger
hunt, and she was very interested in organizing that, so she and I worked together."
The pair created 75 missions that ranged
from collecting take-out menus from restaurants on Newbury Street to taking a

MARCH 15

James Madison Day,
Scholarship Luncheon
and Capital Campaign
Announcement

Blu Nordgren (center) celebrates a little bit
of Purple Pride with fellow Dukes in Boston.

www.jmu.edu/birthday

picture of a team member pouring a Guinness beer at an Irish pub, Nordgren says.
Teams even took pictures of all the members forming the letters J, Mand U with
their bodies.
"The scavenger hunt was a huge success," Miracco says. "I thought it would be
a great way to get to know other alumni
- by having to run around the city with
them. Nordgren collected prizes, and we
decorated lunch bags and scuffed them
with prizes including a lot of purple and
gold Mardi Gras beads ."
The Boston alumni have also gotten
together for a few happy hours at the Cactus Club and the Sports Depot. Together,
they cheer on the JMU football team from
the sidelines or via televised games. And
these former Dukes also carry on the Madison tradition of valuing community service. Miracco and Nordgren have started
compiling a list of volunteer opportunities
for the group "because we feel chat people
would like to help out their community,"
Miracco says.
Boston area alumni volunteered at the
St. Francis House Day Shelter on Jan.
28 and 29, helping the shelter volunteers
feed the homeless. The group hopes to
continue with one volunteer activity per
month, says Nordgren.
ffi

* For more information on the chapter, contact

MARCH 15

JMU Kennedy Center Series
Terrace Theatre, School ofMusic
event featuring Montpelier Winds,
Win d Quintet
(540) 568-6863
www.jmu.edu/music/concert_calendar/
kennedycenterseries.html

APRIL 7·9

Spring Reunion Weekend and
Bluestone Society Induction
www.jmu.edu/alumni

MAY 6

Commencement
9 a.m., Bridgeforth Stadium
MAY 7

Baltimore/Annapolis Chapter
lunch and JMU vs. Towson
baseball outing
Towson University Union
BaltimoreChpr@alumni.jmu.edu

JUNE 2·3

Alumni board of directors
meeting
For information about any of the listed
events, please call the JMU alumni rela·
tions office at (888) 568-ALUM or visit
www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar/.

Blu No rdgren at JMUinBoston@yahoo.com.

Seay in touch, get involved and be Mad cool
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Walcla Vs Play
Alum's music video pumps up football team and fans during
the championship run BY TR I P PAY NE ('78)
om, Dad! Watch chis! " This inexo- che screen may have sung out Watch Us Former classmates
rable call of you th is common to us Play, but I was really saying "watch me Dwight Phillips ('75),
Trip Payne ('78) and
all. As professionals, we revel at che play" to all chose wh o may have recalled John Hodges ('78)
''
thought of our associates, loved ones I was a lose and wandering communica- energize Dukes'
and rivals seeing us at our calli ng. tion arcs student without direction in the fans from the broadcast booth, high
During the record-breaking season lace-'70s.
char was the Dukes' National DiviNoc chat anyone in che stands would above the stands.
sion I-AA Championship, I lived chat dream.
know I had done che wo rk on che screen . Bue I knew. And,
T he vehicle was Watch Us Play, and the event was the scare of more imporcancly, che two people most closely associated with
the 2004 football season against a hapless Lock Haven squad. On m e during college and my early career development, Dwight
Bridgeforth Stadium's sparkling n ew Jumbocron played my Phillips ('75) and John Hodges ('78), were working alongside
music video Watch Us Play. This raucous call to action for the me. Though we had not worked together in 25 years, I knew I
JMU faithful signaled the emotional charge co scream and dance wanted chem on chis production for all the quality they would
for the Dukes. T he video is pare rock-and-roll stage show, pare bring. And so there we sac in the broadcast booth above the field
smorgasbord of JMU activity ac game time, all played out co a watching che surreal become real as our combined skills in proKaraoke version of Aerosmich's Walk this Way with (hopefully) duction brought che first moments of the championship season
wiccy ly rics thought up on the way co a pitch meeting with Brad co the viewers in the stands.
Edmondson , head of JMU spores marketing. However, for a '78
The three of us could never have imagined chis situation as
graduate like me, it was like coming home again. The words on students. Back in January 1978, I was a senior in the communica-

PHOTOGRAPH BY EVAN DYSON ('08)
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rion arts department majoring in film/TV
production. I was also working roward
a minor in theater (something I never
achieved). A chance interview in Los Angeles with a Universal Studio executive in the
summer of'77 fired me up to do all I could
with the remaining year at Madison. Nor
only was I raking 18 credit hours, I was
acting in rhe theater department and working on a special film project. Ir was at that
very time that Dwight (then a producer/
director at WVPT) asked me ro rake an
opening at the station as a cameraman. I
thought the job should go to John, who
I always thought much more capable than
myself. But John had dedicated himself to
music in such a way that he was betting on
success as a drummer. Once John turned
down the opening, Dwight came back
to me. We danced the circle one more
time; and once again I deferred to John,
and John again deferred to me. I can still
hear Dwight's frustration as he lamented,
"Won't one of you just take the damn
job?" I did and within the year, John
would join us on staff. We went through
our own rite of passage at the station as we
sweated through long hours, tight deadlines and a learning curve that seemed to
get ever longer.
Twenty-seven years later, Dwight, John
and I were back on campus, plying our
trade and reveling in a moment of incredible
human bonding and pride. As John, now a
faculty member in JMU's School of Media
Arts and Design, put it, "We picked up on
the old rhythm, each of us complementing
the other to create a smooth workflow and
to (gasp) have fun . That is the key. We
have always had fun doing what we love to
do - making television .... Trip kept us
focused with his consummate professionalism, and we had fun. We were all more
grey, heavier and hopefully wiser after so
many years."
Dwight, who now works for Maryland
Public Broadcasting, waxed sentimental

John Hodges ('78), Dwight Phillips ('75) and Trip Payne ('78) were proud to sport their
own JMU jerseys with their class year numbers and names on the back at the debut of
their crowd pumping video Watch Us Play.

as well: "Ir was the premiere of something
new and exciting for the school, for us;
and it was the beginning of an unforgettable season for the football team. That
made it especially memorable for me because I was there in September 1972 for
the debut of Madison's football team.
I was a member of the newly formed
marching band, established to complement the school's growing men's athletics
program. That first season wasn't terribly
impressive (the team didn' t score a single
point), but it was a start. It was also in
November of that year that I got my first
taste of broadcasting."
These many years later, the words
rang out Watch Us Play, and I longed
for my two colleagues to like what I had
done. After 25 years I still needed to say
to them "Hey, watch me! " and have them
look back fondly and say, "Good job."
Oddly, until I penned these words to join
theirs, I had never told them how much
About the Author: Trip Payne ('78) is the
their
opinion meant to me and that I
senior producer/director at Metro Productions of
sorely needed them to approve of my efRichmond and Hampton, a multifaceted comforts to become a good director. This inpany providing film and television production services. In his 27 years ofprofessional work, Payne
dustry does that to you.
has garnered more than 50 production awards,
Watch Us Play. That 's how I felt in
most notably the Best Director Award at the New
the booth on Sept. 4, 2004, when JMU
York Film Festival and the International Monistepped onto the field to face off against
tor awards. He and his wife, Roberta, and their
Lock Haven. I wanted all the friends who
children, Tori, 15, and Chad, 9, live in Williamsencouraged us in college to be there to see
burg, where he writes what he hopes will one day
become his feature film project.
what we had accomplished. I wanted all
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my professors who must have thought I
was going to sleepwalk through the rest
of my life to be there to see that I had
woken up. I wanted to be able to open up
my '78 yearbook and sing out loud Watch
Us Play to everyone who wondered what
we would do with our communication
degrees. I was home . I was back where
I had discovered what I could do. And
I was back with the two people whose
opinion of my work mattered most.
Along the way, as John notes, we accomplished our professional mission
- "pumping the crowd with this awardwinning music video before each game,
firing up the coach with replays of questionable calls and making the team feel
that they were part of something truly
special when they walked into the home
stadium environment."
At that game, none of us knew that a
championship loomed on the horizon. So
much had to be done, and so much had to
be accomplished before that trophy would
be in Coach Mickey's hands. And there the
three of us sat, doing what we knew how to
do. It was as though we had never left Madison - as we fell into a rhythm and pace
that we knew all too well. The old jokes
came out and the same laughter and smiles
appeared that used to keep us sane when
pressure threatened to drown us. To me, it
was already a championship season.
ffl

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF JOHN HODGES ('78 )
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A late rallY by the Dukes, a sea of purple thunderstlcks and 120
yards rushing by tailback Alvin Banks couldn't beat the Richmond
Spiders at Homecoming, Oct. 29. But, the weekend was still
packed with purple fun. Read two alum's stories on the next page.

PHOTO GR A pH BY BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ('08)
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HOMECOMING 2005
Best spot in
the 540'
1

H

B Y KHALIL GARRIOTT
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('04)

omecoming is really the
only time of rhe year when
seemingl y everyone with
ties to the JMU community
comes back to the area for a
few days. Although I've spent my share of
H omecom ings in H arrisonburg, nothing
compares to this year.
For me, it was a no-brainer to go back to
the ' Burg, but others weren't so sure. Most
of us are still not far removed from the JMU
scene - geographically or socially. Bur, I
knew Homecoming would be a great rime.
I rook off work a couple days co drive down
from Northern Virginia a lirde earlier than
most. M y amazing Homecoming weekend started with a Thu rsday night jaunt
to, well, the place everyone goes chat night
- Highlawn Pavilion. I couldn't have asked
for a better start to the long weekend; I was
back in my element and around some great
people who I hadn't seen in coo long. Pictures were taken, drinks were downed and
all-new memories were made. I just couldn't
help bur wonder if it could get any better.
T hen, like JMU has done so many times,
it outdid irself. Friday marked the beginning
of H alloween and the festivities continued
when even more people got into rown. But
it wasn't exacdy easy to meet up with everyone (good thing we live in the age of cell
phones) . I was able ro get in some time on
the tennis courts before the plummeting
temperatures brought everyone inside for a
lirde reunion. Ir was a rime to catch up with
old friends, meet new people and reminisce
about college years.
Saturday was undoubtedly the highlight.
Whether you joined the crowds in Forest
Hills or tailgated on campus, it was the perfect day. Mother Nature shined down on us
with quintessential fall weather, and there
wasn't an unhappy face in sight.
Ir was rough ro convince people to make
the trek from Hillside Parking Lor ro the
impress ively revam ped Bridgeforth Stadium for the football game. Bur a sports
freak like me had ro watch our defending
champs. A questionable final play call and
poor timeout management ultimately led

ro a heartbreaking loss to the U niversity of Homecoming 2005, the reality of it being
Richmond. But not even a crushing defeat almost over started to hit home. Making
the drive from Harrisonburg to Northern
could ruin this weekend in the 'Burg.
Running into so many people through- Virginia, like I had made so many times
out the day was the best part of the week- before, didn' t faze me. What did start co
end - from class acquaintances and former bother me, though, was the remporality of
flings co sports teammates and campus co- it all. For one weekend, we had it all again.
workers. After fighting the crowds at local Everything just felt right, and it was better
restaurants, Saturday night quickly turned than anyone could have hoped.
We often get too caught up in the muninto the wee ho urs of Sunday morning.
Friends complained of tiredness and want- dane world of working and forget about
ing to just relax. Bur, in my opinion, there everything this university gave us. There's
truly no place like JMU, and I know anywere still good times to be had.
Sunday rem inded m e of so many Sun- one associated with Madison agrees.
I was very active during my student years
days on campus - sleeping in, recounting
the previous night's events and watching at JMU, which were the best four years of
foo tball. Born and raised in the Washing- my life. Maybe chat's why I had such lofty
ton, D.C., area, I couldn' t miss a Redskins expectations for this year's Homecoming.
game and neither could many ocher die- But if there's one thing I learned, it's char I
hard fans, even though we had to watch the may not live in the 'Burg anymore - but it's
G iants shut chem our.
still my home. Here's to many more HomeSome left the "540" earlier than oth- comings and alumni weekends where we can
ers. I postponed the inevitable for as long all rediscover, like I did, that our blood still
as possible. But as the sun began to set on runs a true shade of purple and gold.
R1

CAN YOU SPOT KHALIL?
If you didn't get your picture taken with
Khalil Garriott ('04) at Homecoming,
where were you? (Counterclockwise
from top right): Khalil catches up at
Saturday's Hillside Tailgate with Krista
Russo ('04) and Whitney Chesbro ('06).
Khalil and Russo share a laugh Friday
night. With former roomie Jon Teichmann ('04). With tennis club teammate
Josh Krause ('06). And, the ever elusive
Khalil at the Hillside Tailgate with Kel·
fey Boom ('04) and Krista Russo ('04).

About t he Autho r: Khalil Garriott ('04) is
a sports editor/producer for A merica Online.
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HOMECOMING 2005

F
a
London: A Play in Two Acts
25 years later the cast reunites

BY J ULIE SUMM E RS W ALKER

I

f "all the world's a stage," as Shakespeare wrote, this was ours.
T he setting: London, January
1980. T h e Arran House B&B. T he
players: nine female leads, 11 male
leads. The story: James Madison University Semester in London. Directed by Dr.
Roger Hall; assistant director Lynn Hall.

"An honest tale speeds best, being plainly
told." Richard III (Act Iv, Scene IV)
Twenty-five years ago we were the second JMU class to attend a semester in
London and the first chaperoned by Roger
Hall. Today, Semesters Abroad are commonplace with established curriculums.
But in January 1980, only one class had
gone before us and our chaperones and
mentors. Professor Roger Hall and his
About the Author: Julie Summers Walker
('BO) is a writer and editor far the national pilot's
association publication AOPA Pilot, and lives in
Frederick, Md.

('80)

wife, Lynn, had never been to London, let
alone taken care of a group of 20 students
set loose in one of the grandest cities in
the world. They handled it one d ay at a
time, but we didn' t know that then. We
found all that out at the 25th reunion of
this troupe of players, when we came back
from our grown-up lives - lawyers, mothers and fathers, bankers, teachers, writers
and actors - to Homecoming and memories of one of the greatest acts of our lives.

"I like this place and could willingly waste
my time in it. " As You Like It (Act JI,
Scene IV)
London in 1980 was a playground for
us; none of us remember anything but pure
freedom. Every night we attended a theater
production somewhere in London. From
The Merry Widow to Tom Stoppard's first
efforts, Dr. Hall introduced us to a world
we'd never seen before. We had classes in
rooms at Birkbeck College during the day
but often we left the classroom to traipse

PHOTOGR APHS COURTESY OF JULIE SUMMERS WA LKER

('80)
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Semester in London Act I and II Players
include: Mike Augsburger of Blacksburg,
The Elder; Charles Leo Cook of Marietta, Ga., The Musketeer; Paul Weber of
Arnold, Md., The Diplomat; Kevin Dunbar
of Hunt Valley, Md., The Lord of the Manor;
Melissa Shaw O'Connor of Round Hill,
Va., The Chanteuse; Laura Haga Rice of
Farmville, The Stage Mother; Jim Watkins of Alpharetta, Ga., The Quiet Man;
Beth Hamilton Ghodsi of Fairfax Station,
The Hitchhiker; Kendra Straight Clark of
Charles Town, W.Va., The Teacher; John
"Mick" Thomasson of Chicago, The Teddy
Bear; Julie Summers Walker of Frederick,
Md., The Scribe; Suzanne Cale-Young of
Clifton, Va., The lngenue; Amy McClung
of Orange, Va., The Poet; Charles "Drew"
Nickell of Virginia Beach, The Court Jester;
Steve Mawyer of Broad Run, Ernie; Marit
Anderson Gay of Charlottesville, The Lady
Bountiful; Sal Aparo of Hoboken, N.J.,
Romeo; Clelia Amari Fry of Holly Springs,
N.C., The Lady of the Lake; Delos "Jack"
Willmore of Fairfax, The Intellectual; and
Dan Myers of Churchville, The Playboy.

s

around the city, learning architecture, art
and history by seeing it up close. At night,
we lived in the Arran House Bed and
Breakfast, owned by an upright and proper
British colonel and his wife. We were cared
for by a band of Portuguese maids who
always wore high heels and fancy dress.
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Steve Mawyer ('80), Julie Summers Walker ('80)
and Delos "Jack" Willmore ('85) catch up at the
1980 Semester in London Reunion.
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Drew Nickell ('81),
Kendra Straight Clark
('83), Julie Summers
Walker ('80) and Paul
Weber ('80) chat with
theater professor
Roger Hall at the football game. Inset: Hall
sporting his Semester in London hat.

"We few, we happy few, we band of brothers." King Henry V
We ranged in age from 18 to 27 and
came from as far south as Florida and as far
north as New Jersey. Most of us were from
the Maryland-Virginia area. Yet, we soon
became bonded by the memories we shared.
There was the night five of us happened
onto the Tower of London and were lucky
enough to get into the Ceremony of the
Keys - an eerie replication of the nightly
lockdown of the Tower - and then sang
show tunes as we walked through London
in the middle of the night. T he "deck" the
boys had outside their room on the roof
overlooked the street. The police came to
warn us about being out at night and the
dangers of the Irish Republican Army. The
parties at The Princess Louise, a pub; the
afternoons in the Tate Museum; weekend
road trips to Brighton, Scotland, Ireland,
Paris and Spain; Easter in Hampstead with
the Halls; Kew Gardens; High Tea at Harrods; and the Canterbury Cathedral.

"He wears the rose of youth upon him."
Antony and Cleopatra (Act III)
From the vantage of 25 years later, I
realize how young Roger and Lynn H all
were. And from raising two sons of my
own, I realize what an experience taking
two toddlers to London must have been
- the Halls' children, Cassie and Bryce,
were just 3 and 4 years old at the time.
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lt is said, 11 When a
man is tired of London, he is tired of life."
London taught us how
to live - and we plan
never to tire of it.'
1

JULIE SUMMERS WA LKER

('80)

Roger Hall's first Semester in London
students honored their professor with a
framed print of London, signed by each
participant of the 1980 trip.

If time does anything positive, it shrinks
the age difference between friends. T oday
Roger Hall not only looks our contemporary, he is. Sadly we lost Lynn to breast
cancer last year. As a group we're making
a donation in her memory to the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation.
"To mourn a mischief that is past and
gone is the next way to draw new mischief
on." Othello (Act/, Scene III)
Four months together and then it was
over. Some stayed in Europe for an extended
time, making use of inexpensive Eurail
passes, some took quick trips to Paris or

Spain or Germany, but some needed to get
home for graduation in early May. We must
have said we'd keep in touch - and some
did. But mostly we went our separate ways,
to start lives and careers. It wasn't until later
- when we paused to think about it - that
we realized what a life-changing experience we'd shared. And when our chanteuse
Melissa Shaw O'Connor ('80) and I started
planning a get-together for Homecoming
2005, we were overwhelmed to discover
that not only did nearly everyone plan to
attend, but they were eager and excited. We
gathered at Roger Hall's home, descending
on him as if it had only been yesterday that
we'd seen him. We hugged and laughed and
shared memories - and photos of our own
children. And sitting in Roger's living room
reminiscing, we all said the same thing London was the best experience of our lives.
"The true beginning of our end." Macbeth (Act V, Scene 8)
Twenty of us went to London; 18 came
back for this reunion. We held a brunch at
a local restaurant and presented Dr. Hall
with a large print of London, on which we
each wrote our memories and thanks. We
celebrated our compatriot Drew Nickell's
47th birthday. He summed it all up best
in a letter written later to us all: "Sharing the experience with you 25 years ago
had such a profound impact on my life.
Although our lives have separated all of us
from one another, you have never been far
away from me - and you will remain very
close to me where it counts the most."
It is said, "When a man is tired of London, he is tired oflife." London taught us
how to live - and we plan never to tire

~h.
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{Metro Dukes}

VolunteerFest 2005
Metro alumni continue tradition of service

M

etro-D.C. area alumni complete service projects including a food
are making Fairfax drive, a mini golf rournamenr for children
County's VolunteerFesc and area mentors , a winter cloches collecan annual time of ser- tion, a green roof tour and landscaping
vice, fun and fellowship, of Yorkrowne Square Condominiums ,
thanks co Metro Duke Amy Leidheiser. playground repairs, a computer recycling
The 2002 graduate is the Metro Dukes program and a healch fair.
Chapter vice presMetro Dukes
ident for commuworked with RPJ
nity service.
Housing Devel"Amy cooropment to refurbish a local home.
dinated another
great project chis
Alumni put their
year," says Lauren
muscles into
Maguire ('05).
stripping a patio
"Volunteer Fest
and repainting it.
was a great expeThey also painted
rience and a wonthe home's living
derful way to conroom, bathroom
and a bedroom.
nect with alumni
" I wasn't sure
by working side Metro Dukes and community friends take a
break from painting during Fairfax County's
by side with chem. 2005 VolunteerFest. Volunteers include (1-r)
whether opporcuni ties co do
Many of us did Chris Weaver ('04), a community volunteer,
community servolunteer work Amy Leidheiser ('02), Farrah Khan ('05),
vice with Dukes
at Madison, and Lauren Maguire ('05) Meredith Schantz ('05),
Rachael Miles ('02), Paul Vutiprichar ('00) and
would present
we enjoyed being another community volunteer.
themselves after
able to do work in
graduation, " says Maguire. "I was glad
the community alongside Dukes again."
This marked the second year that chat I could gee involved. I always feel a
Metro Dukes participated in Volunteer- connection co people I work on a service
Fest. Fairfax County officials coordinate project with, but being with people who
the day, and numerous nonprofit orga- share both a passion to help and a love for
nizations and businesses pull together to JMU was great."
ffl

{Homecoming}

, Photo
Contest
•
winners
H omeco ming 2005 memories

0

K, the magazine staff members know that more than rwo
alumni came co Homecoming 2005 with their cameras.
We assume the rest of your
film canisters are lying on the dining room
cable. Or you don't have the cable needed to
download images from your digital camera.
Bue rwo brave Dukes cook their best shoes
of Homecoming 2005 and submitted chem
co Madison magazine. Bob Stacy ('7 4) captured the Homecoming Parade action on
Duke Drive, and Leslie Smith ('85) posed
with fellow Wayland Hall roomies as they
celebrated their 20th reunion at the Sixth
Annual Homecoming Tailgate.
ffl
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Bob Stacy ('74) caught the beautiful fall
colors and the Mr. and Mrs. Madison carriage traveling the Homecoming Parade
route along Duke Drive.

MADISON

REUN-0 S
It's not too late to sign up for
Reunion Weekend: April 7-9, 2006
Don't miss your time to reminisce with classmates from 1956, 1961,
1966 and all Bluestone Society members. The Class of 1956 will be
inducted into the Bluestone Society, and members of the Classes
of 1957, 1958 and 1959 are also invited. For more information,
please contact the alumni office at (540) 568-6234.
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"Although we were shocked and delighted with the many changes on campus,
it sure still felt like after 20 years we
hadn't missed a beat," says Leslie Smith
('85). " We had a great reunion." Class
of 1985 Wayland Hall suitemates (1-r) at
the Sixth Annual Homecoming Tailgate:
Patty Kosciuszko Collette, Linda Utz
Ferdows, Kisa Korhonen Raye, Leslie
Smith and Page Richardson Doane.
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A Madison sisterhood
Madison Exp erience spawns teaching tradz'tion for Rogers sisters

M

ary Rogers Stout ('39)
entered Harrisonburg
Teachers College and
graduated from Madison
College. It was the era of
May Queens and Capping Days - a time
when the entire campus consisted of the
Quad. It was also a time when the earliest
Madison traditions were beginning co shape
the Madison Experience, an experience so
memorable for Stout that her four sisters followed her co Harrisonburg and eventually
into the field of teaching.
"My family wasn' t very wealthy when I
was growing up, but all seven of us kids knew
chat we were expected co go co college," recalls Scout. "My parents urged me co go co
Madison and earn a degree in home economics .. .. There was no library on campus

until my junior year, and everything behind
Wilson Hall was wilderness," says Scout.
The residence halls were divided by class
standing. Juniors lived in Cleveland Hall and
seniors lived in Converse; but everyone on
campus knew everyone else. "On the Quadrangle going back and forth to class, you
spoke co everyone," says Scout. "We'd make
fun of who said 'hi, hey' or 'hello' based on
where they were from. "
Since her high school graduating class
consisted of a mere 20 students, Stout didn't
mind Madison 's small community or the
strict rules and time restrictions chat burdened many of the ocher students. "I grew
up rather protected," she explains. "I didn't
have a car of my own and I wasn't dating, so
I didn't chink the rules were that restrictive."
While Scout's parents definitely encour-

B Y L1 sA FR E ED MAN
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('05)
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aged her co go to Madison, her four sisters
were given more freedom when it came time
co pick a school. Yet, somehow, each chose
Madison and built on the family legacy. And
through their shared Madison Experience,
the Rogers sisters began still another family
tradition - educating students.
After graduating from Madison, Scout
first caught English and home economics in
Hanover Counry, Va. In 1944 she married
and moved co Augusta Counry. She had five
children and continued to teach for nearly
26 years. During her tenure, she worked
with many student teachers from JMU as
they completed their degree requirements.
Ac least two Dukes asked specifically co teach
with Stout after graduation.
The late Emma Jane Rogers Arnold ('44),
Rebecca Rogers Rigger ('49), Patricia Rogers
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'We're lucky because even though we are all spread out geographically, we still get the chance to get together a couple times a year.'
PATRI C IA RO G ER S H AMM ANN
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('49), on her three surviving sisters, who all attended Madison College
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Hammann ('49) and Nancy Rogers Dorsey
('58) each followed their big sister's footsteps
first to Madison and then on to the classroom. Arnold and Rigger both earned the
title of ediror-in-chief of The Breeze. Arnold
taught in Amelia County Schools for 27
years and passed away in 1988. Hammann
graduated with a degree in elementary education and went on to teach in Essex County, Md., for one year before spending the remainder of her teaching career in Pennsylvania schools. Dorsey earned a master's degree
at Ohio State University and taught music in
Columbus, Ohio, for 22 years.
The Rogers sisters are surprised that they
all put their Madison degrees to work in the
classroom. 'Tm not sure if it's a coincidence
that we all went into teaching," explains
Hammann. "There was a great need for
teachers, and we all had an incredible interest in children."
The family tradition, sparked at Madison,
also continues in the next generation. Eight
of the sisters' daughters are also teachers.
Stout believes Madison provided her not
only with an educational foundation for her
teaching career but also with notable mentors
and a deep appreciation for learning. "Madison was such a wonderful experience for me,"
she says. "We had to take a lot of science back
then, but my favorites were English and the
home economics classes." The small class
sizes allowed Srour to become close to her
professors. "I'll never forget Mrs. Moody. She
caught me everything there is to know about
fabrics," says Srour. "Mrs. Varner was a real
hard teacher when she caught advanced nutrition. I used to work for Mrs. Peraman as
an assistant. I read students' papers and organized them, but I never graded them."
At 87 years young, Stout lives in Fort
Defiance, about 20 minutes south of JMU,
and still visits campus frequenrly. "I used to
come to see old professors, but now there
aren't a whole lot left anymore," she says.
"But, it's still nice to see all the current professors and students, and to see all the new
campus changes."
In April 2005, Lafayette Carr Richardson
('39) and Geneva Pool Lichliter ('39) joined
Scour as the only three alumnae present at a
66th (Bluestone Sociery) Madison class reunion. "We were presented with lace table
cloches embroidered with JMU seals," says
Stout. "I keep it on my dining room table;
I'm so proud of it. ... I remember the feeling I would get when my father would drive
me back to Madison after breaks. There was
a point on Route 11 where I could see the red
roofs of the Quad buildings, and I would get
ffl
a feeling that I will never forger."

{JMU Friends}

Christmas connection
1993 alumnae group marks its 12th celebration

M

onyette Foreman Martin ('93) and eight of
her JMU classmates
celebrated the 12th
year of their own special Christmas connection in December.
Martin, the Richmond regional assistant
director of JM U's Office of Admissions,
says, "We all shared a very unique experience while at JMU as African-American students, and we grew together as a
result. We all entered JMU in 1989 and
all hail from the Richmond and Northern Virginia areas. While a few of us
knew each other from our hometowns ,
it wasn't until we were at JMU that
we all truly met and got to know each
ocher. We have become lifelong friends
and have made a pact to not lose contact
with one another."
To begin their connection after
graduation, the group got together in
Christmas 1993 in Alexandria and had
such a good time the Christmas tradition was born. "After 1993, we decided

to make this an annual gathering, " adds
Marcin. " We also decided to rotate
among each ocher's homes and between
Richmond and NOVA. We scarred off
using chis rime co catch up on each other's lives, and each of us brought a dish
so we wouldn't overextend the hostess.
Now in our 12th year, we play games ,
reflect o n our JMU days and photos,
and have a Chinese gift exchange ....
With families and careers it is often very
difficult for us to keep up with each
ocher throughout the year, but we all
look forward to knowing chat during
the Christmas holiday season we will be
together to reminisce and reflect on our
many blessings . We are very happy for
our bond and lon gstanding friendship
and look forward to shari ng many more
years getting together. "
The nine alumnae enjoy each other so
much , they've already planned Christm as 2006. The group will meet at the
Northern Virginia home of Erica "Anffl
gel" Jackson Gonzalez.
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.
ther at the Richmond home of Monyette and
The Christmas Connect1~n group
Mon ette Foreman Martin, Patrice Johnson,
Brandon Martin. (Clockwise fromE . ). "Ang~I" Jackson Gonzalez, Vonya Alleyne,

?:tt .

~~~:~el~~~~~~~,d~a;aet::0 ~v:~:·E1:~:or Ferguson Lewis.
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{LawDawg}
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A 1narch against criine
FBI agent's work reaches Oval Office

Bv Liz

sk FBI Assistant Special time," Gillis says. "People senior to me were
Agent in Charge Dana working under me. Being a junior agent with
Gillis ('83) about his most that much responsibility was more challengmemorable day on the job ing than what you might find elsewhere."
and his answer might surGillis continued to make his mark on the
prise you. "Beyond a doubt, FBI and the federal government. As a member
it was Sept. 10, 2001. The weather was abso- of the Presidential Council on Integrity and
lutely perfect, and it was the day before the Efficiency, he worked with the inspectors genworld turned upside down," he says.
eral from agencies in the government's execuWhile much has changed since that day tive branch to stop fraud and helped to write
and the day that followed, one thing has implementation procedures for presidential
not: Gillis' commitment to investigating executive orders that are still in effect today.
In 2002, while serving in his current role
crime and keeping America safe.
Gillis joined the FBI in 1987, following a as special agent in charge at the FBI's Housfour-year stint in the Army where he was based ton office, Gillis was selected as the only
at Fort Campbell, Ky. His intense training in- member of the FBI to attend the prestigious
cluded everything from learning how to con- British Staff College. For six months in
duct investigations to how to make an arrest.
2004, he studied with senior police leaders
Early in his career, Gillis gained experience in the United Kingdom. "It was the highas an agent in the FBI's field office in Wash- light of my career," Gillis says.
The FBI has taken Gillis around the
ington, D.C. One of his first cases there was an
investigation involving the White House travel world, but he credits his days at JMU with
office, which became known as "Travelgate."
shaping his leadership skills and giving
Specializing in white-collar crime, Gil- him the foundation for his career. In parlis had been with the FBI about seven years ticular, the communication major cites his
when he was assigned to work on the now experience as a member of JMU's ROTC
infamous Whitewater case involving the program and as a drum major with the
Clinton administration. He was named as Marching Royal Dukes. "I draw on those
the investigative agent in Little Rock, Ark., experiences every day," he says. "It got me
responsible for the FBI's participation. "It over a fear of being a really shy individual.
was daunting to me from a personal perspec- Those 300 sets of Marching Royal Dukes'
tive because I was such a young agent at the eyes expected me to lead, and that gave me

PHOTOG RAPH COURTESY OF DANA GILLI S ("83)
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('92)

a sense of fearlessness that I carry in my current position."
Marching Royal Dukes Director Pat
Rooney has nothing but admiration for Gillis: "Dana was the drum major my first year
at JMU. He was one of the finest student
leaders I have ever worked with in my 32
years of college teaching. Dana is one of
those people that the minute you meet him,
you know you have met someone special."
Gillis returns to JMU to see the Marching
Royal Dukes whenever possible. Last year, a
chance meeting with a new FBI agent, Chris
Lee ('98), brought back memories of the
MRDs. "I mentioned I went to JMU, and
this guy's face lights up," Gillis says. "He
was into music, and we talked about the
marching band. T hen he tells m e he was in
the Marching Royal Dukes."
Today Gillis lives in Houston with his
wife, who is also an FBI special agent. A 19year veteran of the FBI, Gillis has seen a lot
of changes during his tenure with the agency
but is confident of what is being done to
make the country safe. "The FBI is a vastly
different organization than it was on Sept.
10, 2001. Our focus is on stopping another
terrorist attack on the scale of what we saw
on 9/11," he says. "The FBI is absolutely doing everything it can to stop a terrorist threat,
and I can go to sleep at night knowing we
ffi
have done everything we can do."
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Stay in touch) get in volved and be Mad cool

37

Sisters Alpha and Margaret
Spitzer were awarded the
Bridgewater Retirement Community's Humanitarian Service Award
in May 2005. The retired school
teachers have been faithfu l donors to
Bridgewater Retirement Com munity, Rockingham Memorial Hospital and James Madison University.

The pair began hiking in 1995 and
have logged more than 1,811 miles
so far. They say their first hike of the
Great Smoky Mountains Asbury
Trail " hooked chem " on hiking. The
twins hike with members of several
clubs a nd enjoy camping with the
"Six Sexy Seniors" group.

Philanthropic leaders and sisters - Alpha ('37)
and Margaret Spitzer ('37).
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Ida Deaton lives in
Colorado a nd is married to
C harles Deaton, the architect who
designed the Sculptured H ouse
(sometimes called the Sleeper House)
near D enver. The house was featured
in Woody Allen's film Sleeper in the
1970s. It was built as Ida's and Charles'
personal residence, but the couple
sold it in 1988 before it was complete.
The house has recently been renovated
by C harley Deaton (interior designer)
and N ick Antonopoulos (arch itect),
who are Ida and C h arles' d aughter
and son-in-l aw. In the movie Sleeper,
the house featured a little room called
an "orgasmatron," which, in reality, is
a round elevator feature of the home.

Barbara Walker Bodkin
rec ired a fter 32 years wirh
Henry County schools in Virginia
and is now teaching at McMichael
High School in Mayodan, N.C.
Linda Jones Lox retired after 29
years of teaching in the Virginia
public school system and loves her
new life. While a sophomore in
college, Linda dated John Lox, a
sophomore from the University of
Virginia. They went their separate
ways after graduation, and after
34 years ofliving apart, they were
reunited and married in 2003.

*

60th ReunlonYear:ArRIL 7-9
June Payson Kinne of

46

C ushing, Maine, says that
members of the C lass of 1946 celebrated their annual "get-together" in
May 2005. "This group of wonderful ga ls has been getting together for
m ore than 25 years; and although
o ur numbers are dwindling, we are
still making the effort to visit with
each other every spring," says Kinne.

Thirteen classmates gathered in
Orange, Va ., for four days in May.
"We had such a fabulous time chat
we plan to return to Orange this
spring for our 60th reunion ."

49

Mamie Frances Barton
Hall was awarded che
Family, Career and Community
Leaders ofAmerica's Teacher of
Teachers Award for 2004. She
retired from education after 38
years of service and lives in Clifton
Forge with h er husband, William.

58
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Carolyn Marks Bickham
of Suffolk is the 2006 Isle of
Wight Teacherofche Year. She is guidance director, a guidance counselor, and
teaches llthand 12th grade at Windsor
High School. Patti Kitchen Heller
retired from Fairfax County public
schools after teaching family and
consumer sciences for 32 years.

*

Elrose Plentovich Courie
and Sue Plentovich Hollinger, donned the
Steven
Trekking Twins,
Aldridge
h ave joined the
is the organist and
900-Miler Club,
pianist for che Cathafter documentolic Church of the
ing their hikes of
Epiphany in Richthe complete 810.8
mond. H e reaches
miles of maintained
Elrose Courie ('58) and Sue private piano lessons
trails in the Great
Hollinger ('58) have reached and performs with
Smoky Mountains
the 900-Miler Club.
the Note-Able Four,
National Park. The
a piano quartet which performs
sisters, who live in Waynesville,
literature for 2 pianos/8 hands.
N.C., completed their hiking feat in
The group performs throughout
October and were heralded by fellow
Virginia and North Carolina.
hikers and friends with a celebration.
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The class of 1946 "get-together gals" include: (seated, 1-r) Glada
Jarvis Dunnavant, Lib Taylor Miller, Mild red Witten, Betty Frizzell
Thrasher, Betty Faulkone r Will iams and Ed ie Mae Lu cy Plummer.
Standing (1-r) are Sh irley Elliott Moberg, June Payson Kinne,
Jackie Mattox Metcalf, Pauline Booker Power, Kathleen Lucy
Tanner, Catharine Clodfelter Patrick and Helen Morris Barnes.
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* Don R. Beatty

Alumni trio in the Navy now

W

BY HALI CHIET

('07)

hile many JMU grads are servOwen Wilson, who also works at the Washington
ing the country through active
Naval Yard, serves as the associate counsel for the
duty overseas, a trio of alums are
U.S. Navy's military sealift. "My job is to make sure
serving their nation through work that the contracts and operational laws dealing
in the Navy Office of the General Counsel. Tracey
with the people who sail the ships are handled so
Humphrey ('90), Owen Wilson ('87) and Paddy
we are able to meet our mission," he says.
Argenzio-West
Wilson earned
('72) handle the
a B.S. in politi"business side" of
cal science and
Navy operations.
says the courses
"For every
he took at JMU
ship that sails,
inspired him to
every missile
go to law school.
that's launched,
"My time at JMU
every airplane
gave me great
that's flown, we
people skills,"
have to have
he says. "A lot
a contract,"
of 'lawyering' is
says Humphrey.
interacting with
"Whenever
people, and I did a
there's a conlot of that at JMU."
Paddy Argenzio·West ('72), Owen Wilson ('87) and Tracey
tract, a lawyer is
Paddy ArgenHumphrey ('90) handle the "business side" of operations
needed." In addizio-West, who
for the Navy Office of the General Counsel.
tion, the Navy
earned a B.S. in
biology, serves as general counsel at the Puget
Office of the General Counsel deals with civilian
Sound Naval Shipyard in Bremerton, Wash.,
employees and environmental issues.
- the largest ship repair facility on the West
Humphrey, a senior trial attorney at the WashCoast. As the in-house counsel, she provides
ington Navy Yard in D.C., represents the Navy
in cases involving civilian personnel, including
legal advice and represents the shipyard in litigation. In addition, as the western area counsel,
employee disputes and issues dealing with govshe is responsible for all Naval Sea Systems
ernment contracts. While her typical workweek
may not include "horrendous hours," she says she Command attorneys on the West Coast and
puts in several extra hours during trials. "I don't
in Hawaii. "One of the very significant things I
think it's humanly healthy to maintain that kind of got from JMU was self-confidence," she says.
"Without that, I wouldn't have made it nearly as
focus and time at work over an extended period
without burning out," she says. "The beauty of
well in my field."
Humphrey, Wilson and Argenzio-West, a
being an attorney of the Navy and being in public
dynamic group of alumni, continue to show the
service is it allows me to have balance in my life."
benefits of making the most out of the Madison
A former SGA president, Humphrey graduated
experience. "It's important that we continue to
with a S.S. in psychology. She says she continues
to reap the benefits from her Madison experience. support the university and to encourage bright,
energetic and talented students to consider JMU
"Being SGA president helped me hone my early
leadershi p skills, work with other people, set goals as a college choice," says Humphrey. "Enjoy your
college experience, because you only get it once."
and work for the common good," she says.
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of Woodstock has
been awarded a platinum membership by Sen. Elizabeth Dole, chair,
and Mark Stephens, director of the
Republican Presidential Task Force.
Beatty has also earned the Congressional Gold Medal of Honor, the
highest Republican Award one can
receive. Beatty is listed in Whos Who
in the Republican National Party and
holds the Republican Presidential
Legion of Merit. He is a member
of the White House and Congress
National Security Council and was
invited to the National Republican
Convention by former New York
City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani. A
Vietnam veteran, Beatty is a member
of the Front Royal VFW and the
American Legion.
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Kevin L. Alston was promoted to assistant superintendent for administrative services
for Suffolk County public schools. He
has served Suffolk County schools for
30 years, and he lives in Suffolk with
his wife, Sandra Drake Alston ('76).

SCHOLARSHIP THANKS
Dear Gary E. Thompson ('71):

Thankyouforyoursupporto.fthe
Thompson Family Scholarship.
I want to extend my genuine
gratitude. The .funds I received
.from the scholarship really helped
me financially. While here at
]MU, I have been able to join
such organizations as Students .for
Minority Outreach, the NAACP
and the Association o.fBlack
Psychologists. I want you to know
this scholarship has helped many
leaders like myselfcontinue their
educations. Thank you!

Chiquita Cross ('07)

S PRI NG
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S CHOLARSHIP THANKS
Dingledine Family Legacy Continues:
Dear Mr. Tom Dingledine:

My name is Heather Stewart, and I am writing to
thank you for choosing me as the recipient ofthe Ray mond C. DingledineJr. Scholarship. I enjoyed meetingyourfamily at
the Scholarship Luncheon. I am a senior this year and will graduate in
May with a B. S. in health sciences. In August, I will attend DeSales
University in Allentown, Pa., to pursue a master's in physician assistant
studies. I'm very excited about this program as they have high national
ranking on the national P.A. test. During winter break, I presented
asthma education programs in my hometown ofStafford, Va., as well as
the surrounding counties. I am still working with a respiratory therapist
in Fredericksburg on the implementation ofan area/regional asthma
coalition to aid in awareness ofasthma education. Thank you for your
kindness andgraciousness through this scholarship. I appreciate what
yourfamily has done for this university and me!
Heather Stewart ('06)

30th Reunion Year: OCT. 20-21
Jay G. Demeter has been
named a certified financial planner practitioner by the
Certified Financial Planner Board
of Standards. H e is vice president
for investments with Virginia
Beach's Legg Mason Inc. His
daughter, Roxana, attends J MU.

7&

* Christie Conner Hardbarger

is project director for Dabney S.
Lancaster Community College's
Educational Talent Program. She
and Bill celebrated their 31st wedding anniversary in 2004, and their
daughter, Katie ('Ol, '03M), was
married in December 2004.
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Jacquelyn Lafever Ragland is president for the
Speech, Hearing and Language
Association ofVirginia. She is a
speech pathologist at Clark Elementary School and an adjunct professor at the University ofVirginia.
She and Mark ('82) live in Charlottesville with their four children, Jessica ('03), Ben, Rachel and Josiah .
Richard
"Rick" Shapiro is executive vice president of public
affairs and
marketing for
Cemex Inc.
in Houston.
He lives in
The Woodlands with
his wife,
Amy, and sons, Benjamin and Jonathan. * Ron Strecker is director of

*
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finance for Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation. He and his colleague,
Doug Marry, director ofIT, were
featured in the cover story of Hospitality Technology magazine's September 2005 issue. "We want technology to be invisible co rhe guests
so they have a very true experience
char is authentic to rhe 18th century," Strecker cold the magazine.
Colonial Williamsburg, the world's
largest living history museum, is
one of the most popular sources
for educating Americans about the
origins of rhe United Scares. "Ir's a
setting where efficiency is necessary, bur technology muse be hidden," according to rhe magazine.

25th Reunion Year: OcT. 20-21
Warren Catlett ofVerona
is chief operating officer of
the Blue Ridge Area Food Bank. He
is a 20-year veteran of the telecommunications industry and worked
at Nrelos Inc. in Waynesboro for
14 years. * RehabCare Group
Inc. of Sr. Louis named David B.
Groce senior vice president, general
counsel and corporate secretary
co provide legal oversight of company strategies, operations and
business transactions. RehabCare
Group President John H. Shorr
says, "David is a businessperson's
lawyer with a 20-year track record

81

of results-oriented leadership."
Groce earned his law degree from
the University ofTulsa College of
Law. Prior co joining RehabCare,
he served as vice president of corporate strategy for Sr. Louis-based
Monsanto Co., a global leader in
agricultural products and solutions. In his new position, Groce
will have influence on all aspects of
RehabCare Group, from defining
and developing corporate policies
co examining the opportunities
and implications of major transactions. RehabCare Group is a
provider of program management
services for hospital inpatient rehabilitation units and skilled nursing
units, outpatient therapy programs, home health and contract
therapy services.

82

C.W. "Billy" Hanger Jr.
is the media/ TV production reacher ar West Potomac
Academy in Alexandria. Before
raking chis position, he served Falls
C hurch public schools for 11 years.
He lives in Sterling with his wife
and two children. Germaine
Simpson Perambo transferred from
rhe Washington, D.C., area co the
southeast coast of Georgia co represent the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network at the Federal Law
Enforcement Training Center. She
and Tom live on Sr. Simons Island.
Mark Ragland is a realtor and
head volleyball coach at Albemarle
High School. He holds the state
record for victories in the AAA
classification and has earned State
Coach of rhe Year honors twice. He
and Jacquelyn Lafever Ragland
('80) live in Charlottesville.

*

*

83

Mary Bech Bailey Heller
('85M, '88Ed.S.) earned a
Ph.D. in clinical psychology from
the University ofVirginia's C urry
School of Education in August.
She lives in Richmond with her
husband, Ted, and their daughters,
Emily and Bailey. * Cyndy Gal
Scholz lives in Centennial, Colo.,
and works for Qwest Information
Technologies as a Web developer/
software engineer. She also reaches

skiing at Copper Mountain Resort.
In 2005, she married Steve Scholz
in a cowboy/western theme wedding in a barn chapel in Evergreen,
Colo. The ceremony featured Native
American flute music. * Jacqueline Powell Swain is director of
publications in the marketing and
communications department, college advancement division, at Randolph-Macon College in Ashland.

84

Isabel Mercedes Cumming is chief of the whitecollar crime division in Prince
George's County, Md. * Jennifer
Giles Drake earned a master's of
instruction from the University
ofVirginia in August. She reaches
elementary school in Henrico
County, where she lives with her
husband, Ed, and their two sons.
* Lisa Grubbs Kempler earned a
master's in business administration
from Shenandoah University. She is
employed as a part-time bookkeeper
at Clark County Roofing and Guttering and at VFW Post 9760 in
Berryville. She owns and operates
Lisa G. Kempler Accounting and
Bookkeeping Services and lives in
Bluemont with her husband, Larry,
and their son, Lawrence III.
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Rochelle Braxton Cave
earned a Master of Science
degree in environmental management from the University of Maryland, College Park. She successfully
completed the
system safety
in systems
engineering
course offered
at Defense
Acquisition
University.
* Aubrey
Kelly is
defensive
Aubrey Kelly ('85)
coordinator
for the Indiana Seate Sycamore's
football program. He is a member
of rhe American Football Coaches
Association and rhe Black Coaches
Association. He served a three-year
term on the AFCA Coach of the
Year Selection Committee.
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Get a staff OK (540) 568-2664. Start planning early six weeks in advance of the event. Provide digital images
at least 300 dpi resolution and 3x5-inch dimensions minimum. Cover the story Tap the journalism, PR or communications grad in your chapter co be your reporter. Submit all materials by deadline. Go to www.jmu.edu/
MadlsonOniine to find more helpful in-depth information about getting your chapter event featured.
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20th Reunion Year: OCT. 20-21
Lynn Eaton works as the
reference archivis t for the
Hartman Center, part of the Rare
Book, Manuscript and Special
Collections Libra ry, at Duke University. She lives in Durham, N.C.
Gillian Gray Pilcher became a
national board certified reacher in
November.

86
*

87

Greg Bishop is a partner
at the law fi rm of W illiams M ullen in Richmond . His
practice foc uses on corporate law
with an emphasis on mergers and
acquisitions. * Cynthia Chalker
/ was named director of multicultural affa irs at New York C ity's
I Trinity School in September. * W.
I Eric McDonald was appointed
director of the U. S. Commerce
Departm ent's Export Assistance
Center in Richmond. H e also completed a three-and-a-half-year post
in Taipei, Taiwan, as a commercial
officer in the U.S. Foreign Service.
Mark Millen is college president
at WyoTech Institute in Fremont,
Calif. WyoTech is part of a nationwide network of pos tsecondary
schools and colleges providing technical and career-oriented training.
WyoTech 's 2, 000-student campus
provides programs in the technical
trades includin g automotive and
motorcycle technology careers.

*

89

Greg Colvin opened a
Cold Stone C reamery
franchise in Woodbridge las t
spring and earned a Master of Business Admini stration degree from
the Un iversity of M aryland. H e also
works as a regional sales director for
Houston -based Tectura Corp . covering the southeast United States.
Caroly n Wadsworth Fahey is
assistant vice president fo r member
services for the Reinsurance Association ofA m erica in Washington, D.C.
She and T hom as live in Fredericksburg with their daughter, Madison.

*

KEEPYOUR
SUBSCRIPTION
UP•TO·DATE
To receive Madison,
keep your address up-todate with JMU. See the
inside back cover or visit
www.jmu.edu/alumni.

Purple, gold and green
for this Marine

1

B Y K ATIE O ' D owo (' 0 7)

st Lt. James J. Sheasley ('02) has cheered
on the Dukes all the way from Iraq, listening to
Internet audio broadcasts of football games.
" Because of the time difference, games
start when it's late at night or early in the morning
here," Sheasley says. " But as combat operations
are conducted 24/7, it's not that big of a deal to
be up at those hours."
Sheasley, an information systems officer, was
stationed at Camp Blue Diamond in Ramadi, Iraq,
from January 2005 to January 2006. He worked
around the clock, logging 14- to 16-hour days,
seven days a week. His duties included "secret
and unclassified Web, chat and collaboration
services." He worked with computers and communications systems, as well as people. " I administered and tweaked information systems and
processes so that information could be shared
with those who needed it in order to speed commanders' decision cycles."
Sheasley says he joined the Marine Corps
so he could support himself through college.
"The Marine Corps taught me how to lead with
unselfishness, tact, integrity and decisiveness,"
he says. "I decided to take a commission after
school because I wanted to lead Marines. I didn' t
want a desk job where I'd be writing code or
working solely with computers
day in and day out."
His JMU friends admire his
dedication and spirit for both
JMU and his country. " He was
always the guy that was at the
games having a great time, but
you could always tell that there
was a level of seriousness to
everything he did," says David
Gould ('00). "He worked hard to
put himself through school, but
he was always able to have fun ."
Sheasley was also involved
with numerous organizations
and clubs at JMU, including the
ROTC, the JMU Ranger Group,
Kappa Delta Rho, the Student
Officials Association, the Student Duke Club; and he worked
as equipment manager for the
football team.
"JMU's Army ROTC program
really showed me that the Army
has a different way of doing
business and a different mental ity," Sheasley says. "That
prepared me for my work in Iraq
because we work and coordinate with the Army a lot."
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As equipment manager fo r th e football team,
Sheasley showed his enduring support for the team
and the university. " I am a big JMU fan," he says. "A
lot of that stem s from my experience working with
many of the current players and staff."
Sheasley also says his work with the football
team has encouraged him to pursue graduate
school and a graduate assistant football coach ing position in the future .
" When it seemed like nobody else cared about
JMU sports, James always bled the purple and
gold," said Chris Nahlik. Another friend , Patrick
Reed ('05), says he's never seen a supporter of
JMU like Sheasley. " Most people who move far
away from their university after graduation lose
touch with one of the important experiences of
their lives. When James was worlds away, fighting in the Middle East, he continued to be a part
of the JMU community by not only following the
athletics teams, but by maintaining great relationships with students and alumni."
Read a OS.A with Sheasley and Mary Jones
(' 91) on the Richmond Dukes Chapter Web
site. Log onto www.richmonddukes.com and
click on the " Dukes in Uniform " link. A longtime
alumna volunteer, Jones designs the Richmond
Dukes' Web site.
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Giving the arts a voice

M

B Y MELI

DA M ARCELO

(' 04)

argot Knight's love for and
involvement with the art
world has not changed from
her years at JMU, but now
she shows her appreciation of art in a
different way - through fundraising and
encouraging community participation in
local and national arts and culture.
Knight ('74) has been elected chair of
the United Arts Fund Council of Americans
For Arts, a national service organization
for the arts. In consultation with United
Arts Funds leaders from around the country, Knight advises AFTA
on programs, publications and services to meet the needs of the
nation's more than 70 United Arts Funds. Council members also
provide peer-to-peer assistance on improving existing United Arts
Funds and developing new ones. Most recently Knight met with
business and arts leaders in Rhode Island to discuss best practices
of collaborative fundraising.
As president and CEO of United Arts of Central Florida, Knight
serves on the executive board of the Orlando Regional Chamber
of Commerce and Orlando/Orange County Convention & Visitors
Bureau. She also chairs a subcomm ittee of myregion.org, a visioning effort to plan and prepare for the explosive growth of the
central Florida region. With a goal of $5.5 million for 2006, United
Arts of Central Florida has invested more than $83 million in
arts and culture in metro Orlando since its inception in 1989. "We
make sure the arts have a voice in every level of the community,
government and business," Knight says.
Before moving to central Florida, she served as the president
and CEO of United Arts Council of Raleigh a nd Wake County from
1998 to 2001 and executive director of the Idaho Commission on
the Arts from 1990 to 1997.
Her efforts to continue and inspire the local support of culture have been rewarded . In 2002, the Orlando Business Journal
recognized her as one of its 100 most influential people.
JMU contributed to Knight's admiration for not only the arts,
but for her community as well. The Russian studies/social sc ience
major also completed minors in theater and education. "We tried
to make a difference as individuals at Madison," s he says. "It was
a small school, so it was easy to get involved." She performed in
plays and wrote theater criticism for The Breeze. After graduating, she worked in theater for a while but wanted to be of greater
service. "To be honest I had just enough talent to make me miserable, and I hated waiting for others to give me work. So I made my
own destiny by creating public history and art projects and raising
money for them," says the mover and shaker.
Knight recalls the advice of her favorite JMU professor, Henry
Myers. "He e mphasized the importance of ideas," s he says.
"These ideas show you how to approach life."
Knight says that the inspiration for her job is her fellow artists
themselves, and knowing that "artists and art organizations are
critical to a free, open democracy." Knight still tries in her spare
time to cu ltivate her mind by conti nua lly atte nd ing informational
classes and by working as a liaison between the business and
a rts communities.
Though rai sing money for the art commun ity is a job t hat
requires extraordinary amounts of time and hard work, she realizes, "this is as good as it gets. I wake up each day kn owing I contribute to the health of the world."
Knight lives in Winter Springs, Fla., with 14-year-o ld son, Guy
Edward Scudder.
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Sports and Fitness magazine. Learn
more at www.mochalee.net/. *
Amy Galovic is historic resources
manager at the Jekyll Island C lub
National Historic Landmark District, which works to preserve the
former winter homes ofWilliam
Rockefeller, Edwin Gould, Joseph
Pulitzer, and other "robber barons"
of the turn of the century. * Rene
Giese Hackney earned a Ph.D. in
developmental psychology in May. She
is a parent educator
and owns Parenting
Angela Peraldo Thompson is a store operations
Playgroups Inc. in
Alexandria. * Tee
project manager at the JCPen ney
Morris was "Back
home office in Plano, Texas, where
in the ' Burg" for a
she lives with her husband, Scon,
book signing at the
and daughter, Regan. * Kelvin
"Ke!" Tomes is chief executive offiBarnes & Noble in Tee Morris
December. Morris' is the only
cer and co-founder of Future Think
latest book, Legacy author to
Inc., located in Scottsdale, Ariz.
ofMOREV/: Book podcast a
One ofthe Arathel- full-length
15th Reunion Year: O CT. 20-21
novel.
lean Wars, is a
Sue Bender Cosley says
sequel to his 2002 MORE VI: The
that a "JMU logo conChronicles ofRafe &Askana. "Since
nected two Twin Cities alums"
Madison was my first science ficwhen she ran into another woman
tion convention as an author and
carrying aJMU alumni tote bag
chis evening was a fundraiser for
in a suburb outside of Sr. Paul,
JMU 's Science Fiction and Fantasy
Minn. "I told rhe woman that I was
Guild, I wanted to do something
an alumna and found our she was
special," says Morris. A ' Signing
Rachel Roberson Snyder ('53). We
with Swords' event seemed to be
began a conversation that included
just the thing." Morris h as also venreminiscing about the campus and
tured into podcasting, the newest
exploring more recent visits to Haravenue oflnternet entertainment.
risonburg." * John C. Lynch is a
His 2005 serialpartner at the law
ized audio version
firm ofTrarman
ofMOREV/ made
Sanders LLP. His
him the first
wife, Elizabeth
author to podcasr
King Lynch, is a
a full-length
vice president with
novel. * Rebecca
Bank ofAmerica.
Spaid is marketThey live in
ing manager for
Lynchburg with
Tanglewood Mall
their sons, John C.
in Roanoke. She
"Jack" Lynch Jr.
is a member of rhe
and Robert Luke.
Junior LeagueFelecia
Roanoke Valley,
DeBerry,
activities chair for
known profession- Oxygen magazine has lauded rhe Square Socially as Mocha Lee, fitness expert Felecia DeBerry. ety, and is active

* Joseph Lodato earned his law
degree from rhe University of
Tennessee's College of Law in May
and is an assistant district attorney for the 6th Judicial District,
Knox County, in Knoxville. He is
assigned to the Felony General Sessions Division. He and Gayle live
in Knoxville. * Michael "Mike"
Lynch is resident director of the
National Democratic Insrirure's
Serbia program. H e and Brooke live
in Belgrade, Serbia.
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was featured on Oxygen magazine's
O ctober 2005 cover. T he fitness
expert and model is fou nder and
CEO of Fi m ess Fanatics, a personal
training and fitness consulting
company based in the Washington, D.C., area. Lee was the first
African-American to win the Ms.
Galaxy title. She will also appear
on the March 2006 cover of Max

with Ad-Fed, SW-VA Ballet, and
the Children's Advocacy Center.
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Michael Arney earned a
Master of Education degree
in curriculum and instruction from
George Mason University. H e is a
teacher at Millbrook H igh School
in Winchester. * Joseph Draetta is
director of accounting for Adventist
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Healrhcare Inc. He and his wife, Dr.
Elizabeth Sciefvacer, live with their
cwo daughters in Germantown, Md.
John Warlick was named vice
president and a member of the executive management team ofHilldrup
International, a division of the Hilldrup Cos. Warlick began his career
with Hilldrup in a management
training position in 1993, and the
following year he became manager
of international business. In 1997,
he was promoted ro managing director. In his new position, Warlick is
responsible for the overall leadership and strategic direction of the
international division. He oversees
day-to-day business development,
operations and customer relations ;
and he manages Hilldrup's global
partner network. Warlick is a member of the Federation Internationale
des Damenageurs Internarionaux
and is secretary of
the association's
United States
section. He is
also a member of
Unigroup Worldwide UTS'sAdvisory Board, the
John Warlick Employee Reloca('93)
tion Counsel and

*

the Latin American and Caribbean
Movers Association. Warlick also
enjoys marathons and has participated in seven throughout the
United States. He's a regular participant in the Marine Corps Marathon
in Washington, D.C. He and Susan
live in Alexandria with their daughter, Kate. Damon W. D. Wright
ofAlexandria was named partner
at Venable LLP of Washington,
D.C. Wright focuses his practice on
complex commercial, unfa ir competition and white-collar criminal
litigation, as well as appellate litigation. Over the past few years, he has
successfully tried cases in the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern D istrict ofVirginia, U.S. Bankruptcy
Court for the Eastern District of
Virginia, U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of New York,
Virginia Circuit Court and D.C.
Superior Court. Through discovery
and effective motions practice in
other jurisdictions, Wright has also
won or favorably resolved cases
involving RICO, securities fraud,
common law fraud, conversion,
contract, professional malpractice,
intellecrual property, civil rights and
consumer protection claims.

*

94

D. Christian Erickson
is president and founder
ofBiz4Kids.com, an educational
company based in Alpharetta, Ga.
He lives in the Atlanta area with his
wife, Amy. Marcia Edmundson
Skiffington reaches French 1 and 2
at Prince George High School and at
N.B. Clements Junior High School
in Prince George. She lives in Chesterfield with her dog, Hamilton.

*

95

Jennifer Jallo Barker is a
vice president at JP Morgan
Chase. She and Bill live in Chicago.
Caroline "Cannie" Graham
Campbell is director ofJMU's
health center and lives in Harrisonburg with her husband, Paul
('04M), and daughter, Caroline.

*

10th Reunion Year: O CT. 20-21
R. Bernie Pritchard of
Greenville, S.C., is vice
president of business development
for Lee Hech t Harrison in South
Carol ina. * Aaron M. Pritchett is
senior video specialist for the city of
Newport News and Newport News
C ity C h annel 48.

96

98

Donald "Donnie" Coleman earned a law degree
from Villanova University in May.
He works with the Premier Law
Group in Virginia Beach, focusing
on real estate and estate and trust
planning. Dave Lambert, an
alumnus ofJMU's a cappella group
Madison Project, is assistant director of bands, assistant professor of
music and the Franklin Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellow at the University of Georgia. He organized a
Hurricane Rel iefJazz Concert at
the University of Georgia to benefit
and rebuild the Schools of Music at
Loyola and Tulane Universities. *
Shawn Motyka earned a Ph.D. in
biochemistry from the John Hopkins University School of Medicine.
* Kristi Gardner Shirley and her
fam ily moved back to t he Shenandoah Valley. She enjoys staying
home with her son, William Douglas Shirley III, and keeping up with
theJMU footba ll team.

*

99

Christie Williams Hall
earned national board
certification as an early childhood generalist from the National
Board for Professional Teaching
Standards. She was also named the
2005 H enrico County Teacher of
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Warner laps alumna
for museum board

F

B Y MICHELLE HITE

('88)

armer Governor Mark Warner tapped Anna Fariello
('93) for appointment to the board of trustees of the
Frontier Culture Museum in Staunton. The living history
museum and educational agency presents the cultural
heritage of immigrant peoples who crossed the Atlantic Ocean to
establish themselves in the New World.
On site at the museum are four historic farmsteads, relocated
and reconstructed, from Europe, the United Kingdom and Virginia. The state-funded museum is charged with an educational
mission that focuses on the social and agricultural history of
early settlers.
Fariello brings a wealth of knowledge about heritage and historic preservation, museums, exhibits and the art world to the
board. She is director of Curatorial lnSight, a museum planning
and exhibition development firm. She is also a material culture
and museology professor in the Department of Interdisciplinary
Studies at Virg inia Tech. During her tenure at Tech, she has completed a comprehensive inventory of cultural sites in southwest
Virginia in collaboration
with Floyd County and
edited volume of writing
in cooperation with the
Christiansburg Institute.
The latter exhibition, A
Century of Contribution,

toured throughout the
Southeast. A second
exhibition on the historic craft revival, created in cooperation with
the History Museum of
Western Virginia and
the Smithsonian Center
for Folklife, was exhibited at Berea College
Art Gallery.
Previously, Fariello
Fulbright professor Anna Fariello
established a campus
teaches museum studies to stumuseum and museum
dents in Latin America.
studies program at
Radford University and was RU's first full-time gallery director
and curator. During her 10 years at Radford, she cataloged the
university's collection, renovated the galleries, established an
on-campus sculpture program and brought renowned artists and
exhibitions to campus.
Fariello has also served as senior research fellow at the Smithsonian American Art Museum. She is author of the interpretive
text Objects & Meaning and Images of America: Christiansburg
and visual arts editor for the Encyclopedia of Appalachia from
the University of Tennessee Press and Blue Ridge Roadways.
Throughout her career, Fariello's work and re search has
extended into th e communities in which she works. Her most
recent work includes a multi-year, Floyd County, Va., project that
is producing a cultural inventory of significant historic sites in
17 southwest Virginia counties and utilizing historic documents
and photographs. The information will be made available through
Virginia Tech's South Atlantic Humanities Center Web site.
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~ IN MEMORIAM ~
('35) of Dinwiddie Coun ty, 8131/ 05.
('4 8) of B roadway, 9113/05.
} EAN SHELLEY ('4 9 ) of Baltimore, M d ., 12/11 / 05.
R OBERT D. YODER ('?OM ) ofH arrison bu rg, 8/27/ 05.
S TEPHEN D ENNIS HI N ANT (' 89) of Ellico tt City, M d., 7109/ 05 .
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the Year. Hall says she was pleased
to host aJMU student teacher in
her classroom last fall semester. *
Marcus Herndon is senior designer
with RNL , an architecture and
design firm in Colorado. He lives
in Denver with his partner, Sean
McDonald. * The Northern Virginia Council on Gifted Education
named Chris Summers the 2005
Outstanding Teacher of the Gifted
for Fairfax Cou nty public schools.

00

Michael Kahl earned a
master's in tourism administrat ion with a co ncentration in
sports management from Geo rge
Washington University in December.

J

•
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5th Reunion Year: OCT. 20-21
Lauren Brady is an associate in the law firm Williams Mullen in Richmond. Her
practice focuses on general health
care matters. * C PA Kenneth
Deane was promoted to supervisor by Hantzmon Wiebe! LLP in
C harlottesville, where he works
in the accounting and auditing
department. * R. Lee McVey II
graduated from Regent University's
School of Law cum Laude in May.
H e is working at Hunter, Smith and
D avis LLP and lives in Kingsport,
Tenn., with Mary Carmen Rude McVey ('91),
and their son, Ernest
"Card in" McVey. Phil
Rossi is bassist and covocalist for the rock band
Pharmacy Prophets. The
band released their second recording, Pan into
the Gray Scafe in 2005.
Phil Rossi
This release fo llows the

0I

*

group's 2003 Wammie-nominated
for best recording Songs ofDeath
and Happiness. [pharmacyprophets.
com, philrossimusic.com]

02

Navy Ensign Monica M .
Frey is mid-deployment
and assigned to the guided-missile
cruiser USS Chosin. Frey is among
5,500 sa ilors and Marines deployed
to the Persian Gulf in support of
the global war on terrorism while
assigned to Expeditionary Strike
Group 1. Frey's unit participated in
exercise Bright Star 2005 , an exercise where ships from ESG 1 trained
with coalition maritime forces to
protect sea lanes and international
waters. USS Chosin service members also conducted ea rthquake
disas ter assistance in Pakistan. The
USS Chosin is an Aegis- equipped
cruiser able to engage in offensive
actions against the enemy through
employment oflong-range, antishipping missiles, land-attack missiles and naval gunfire.

03

Colin C~~pbell earned
a masters m economics
at Arizona State University, where
he was a Regent's scholar. * Former Montpelier magazine intern,
Janelle DiOrio lives in San Diego
and is an events coordinator for
a bank. She also writes for 944
magazine, and the publication's
print and Web editions feature
entertainment, arts, fashion and
music. [http://944.
com/sandiego/]. * Erin
Driscoll, an alumna of
JMU's a cappe!fa group
Note-Oriety, played a
lead in the 2005 musical
production of Urinetown
at the Signature Theatre
in Arlington . In an Aug.
24 review, Washington
('01)
Post writer Peter Marks
writes, "Where did they find
Driscolf? Blond, diminutive and
possessing one of those Betty Boop
voice boxes, she's from the mold

0 CT OBER 2 0 • 2 1 See
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Washington Post critics raved about Erin Driscoll's performa nce
in Urinetown at the Signature Theatre in Arlington .

of a current Broadway darling,
Kristin Chenoweth." * Danielle
Povar is manager of development
communications for the University
of Arkansas' Office of University
Relations. Prior to joining the
staff, she was the public relations
specialist for the American Society
for Training and Development in
Washington, D.C.

04

Jesse Argenziano was one
of three composers chosen
to premiere a new work for wind
ensemble at Virginia Tech for "Symposium 31: New Music for Wind
Ensemble." The intercollegiate
band playing the compositions was
chosen via audition from students
throughout Virginia. Argenziano
teaches music and directs the band
at Mainland Regional High School
in Linwood, N.J., and this is his first
composition competition win. He
earned a three-hour reading session
at Virginia Tech for two days in
February, as well as a recording of
his music. * Paul Campbell is assistant director of alumni relations for
JMU, primarily responsible for planning alumni-related campus events.
He lives in Harrisonburg with his
wife, Caroline "Cannie" Graham
Campbell ('95), and their daughter,
Caroline. * Erica Van Voorhis

ya in the 'Burg

works in youth development for the
Peace Corps at the Gorna Oryahovista settlement in Bulgaria.

05

Amy Johnson of Herndon
is part of an 11-member
AmeriCorps' National Civilian
Community Corps team based
out of Charleston, S.C., which
served alongside the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
providing disaster relief to victims
of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
NCCC teams worked in pairs
and conducted brief follow-up
interviews with hurricane victims
who have moved out of the shelters. The teams served in October
and November and their training
included first aid, CPR, disaster
relief, team dynamics and diversity
training. NCCC is part ofAmeriCorps, a network of national service
programs created to improve the
environment, enhance education,
increase public safety and assist
with disaster relief and other unmet
human needs. Brian King, an
alumnus ofJMU's a cappeffa group
Exit 245, owns BK Productions. He
works on many multimedia projects
including audio recording, mixing,
mastering, scoring and other interactive works. [www.brianking
productions.com/]

*
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

*

ljjddings *
Marsha Gray Carrington ('77) to
Kevin O'Neill, 4/09/05.

1980s:
Cyndy Gal ('83) to Steve Scholz,
8/07/05. Cynthia Williams
Chalker ('87) and Sandra Farber
celebrated their commirmenr in a
special ceremony, 7/31/05.

*

1990s:
Amy Galovic ('92) co Stephen Hollis, 10/15/05. Anitha Naganna
('97) to Venkac Rangarajan,
10/22/05. Caroline Smith ('97)
co Michael Hickey, 10/01/05.
Rachel Roswal ('98) to Edward
Bozek, 6/12/05. Dawn Weakley ('98) to Aris Ohanessian III,
6/11/05. Karl Wojtkun ('98)
to Melissa Cole ('02), 4/30/05.
Erin Bass ('99) to Mark Prenrice,
10/01/05. Nikki Veale ('99) to
Eugene Haffey ('OO), 9/10/05.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2000s
Korinne Graeb ('OO) to Kurtis Panchura, 7/09/05. Lauren Hamlin
('OO) to Matthew Solar, 8/06/05.
Allison McCrary ('OO) to Joe
Koontz, 7/24/04. Elizabeth Peacock ('OO) to John Lucca, 10/15/05.
Christine Wright ('OO) to Tripp
Lawson, 10/01/05. Elizabeth
Culbertson ('Ol) co Donald
G leason Jr., 9/17/05. Elizabeth
McCauley ('Ol) to Michael Powers
('Ol), 10/04/03. Anne Shelburne ('Ol) to Jason Maust ('01),
10/ 08/05. Natalie Zameroski
('01) to BrenrAyres, 7/09/ 05.
Melissa Cooper ('02) to Jason
Povio ('02), 9/17/05. Erin Dolan
('02, '05M) to Eric Huncley.
Kristina Meloro ('02) to Tim
Pudner ('01), 4/23/05. Krista
Rush ('02) to John McMullen

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

('02), 6/26/05. Annie Shullman
('02) co Travis Cooper, 10/ 08/ 05.
Rebecca "Becky" Snaider ('02)
to Ryan Timm ('02), 8/13/ 05.
Christine Woods ('02) to Travis Campbell ('03), 1/10/ 04.
Jason Minton ('03) to Amy Usry,
8/ 13/05. Catrina Tangchittsumran ('03) co Charles Stumpf('03),
7/09/05. Laura Trigger ('04) to
Bryan Driskell ('03), 9/04/04.

*

*

*
*

*

Webster Phillips, 10/ 12/05. Terri
Meeker Springer ('92) and Jed
('96), a daughter, Madeline Claire,
4/05/05. Lisa Farrow Vaughan
('92) and Jay ('93), a daughter,
Katherine Eloise, 7/11/05.
Michael Arney ('93) and
Stephanie, a son, Aaron Michael,
10/10/ 05. Melissa Stevens
Crowley ('93) and John, a daughter, Marianne Hopkins Crowley,
10/18/04. Elizabeth Mason
Hinz ('93) and Stephen ('93), a
son, William Stephen, 8/24/05.
Dave Maddaluna ('93) and Anica, a
daughter, Kendall Grace, 6/17/05.
Jayne Forrar Mejia ('93) and
Raul, a daughter, Audrey Elizabeth,
7/15/05. Steven Raymond ('93)
and Crisci, a daughter, Emerson
Sarah, 6/24/05. Carmen Tisinger Thompson ('93) and Chad,
a son, Bryce Andrew, 9/06/05.
Suzanne Snodgrass Klaas ('94)
and Richard, a son, Joseph Thomas,
10/18/05. Wendy Burkhammer Bedwell ('95) andJeff('95), a
daughter, Lyndsey Cierra, 8/26/05.
Shannon Skurdal Benda ('95)
and Wynter, a daughter, Flannery
Mae, 8/10/05. David Helfen
('95) and Nicole, a daughter, Olivia
Faith, 10/25/04. Kerri Hahn
Lancaster ('95) and John, a son,
Parker Robert, 3/ 01/05. Brooke
Blackwell Marker ('95) and David,
a son, Reid Wesley, 1/14/05.
Amy Patton Rogers ('95) and William, a daughter, Abbie Elizabeth,
9/23/05. Jennifer Sternberg
Schonour ('95) and Craig, a
daughter, Grace Olivia, 3/18/05.
Jennifer Davis Sweeney ('95)
and Doug ('96), a son, Jackson
Dale, 2/23/05. Rebecca Sysko
Ackerman ('96) and Seth ('94),
a son, Samuel Joseph, 7/20/05.
Jessica Beck Cooke ('96) and
Bradley, a daughter, Gracie Elizabeth, 9/29/05. * Alicia Pannell
Hubbard ('96) and Tshombe, a

*

*

*
*

*

Future
Dukes

*

*

*

1980s:
Mark C. Pratt ('87) and Marielena,
a son, Andrew Charles, 3/ 08 / 05.
Robert "Bob" Parrish ('88) and
Laurie, a son, William Robert,
7 /15/05. Sharon Glesner Brown
('89) and Barry, a son, Trevor
Kyle, 3/13/ 05. Jason Matechak
('89) and Errin, a son, Paul Elliott,
8/11/05.

*

*

*

1990s
Holly Wagner Currier ('90) and
Greg, twins, a daughter, Danielle Elizabeth, and a son, Philip
Gregory, 7/11/05. Merrilee
Neyland Guarini ('90) and Matt, a
daughter, Mia Frances, 4/26/ 05.
Joelle Roman Kivi ('90) and Alan,
a daughter, Olivia Grace, 7/ 20/ 05.
Margaret "Meg" Logan Chambers
('91) and John, ason,John Kyle Jr.,
6/09/05. Suzanne Wolfe Hedgepeth ('91) and Bren, a son, Brennan
Latham, 6/16/05. Sherry Jamerson Hager ('92) and Jon ('92), a
daughter, Lauren M acy, 8/24/05.
Christopher T. Leggett ('92) and
Jeannine, a daughter, Sophia Rose,
4/06/05. Daniel Webster Phillips ('92) and Kelly, a son, Noah

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

YOUR VOTE COUNTS
Should Weddings and Future Dukes be published in the magazine? Or should they
be posted online only? Let us know what you think. Your opinion matters, and your
votes decide. Write Madison, ]MAC # 6, Suite 21, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg,
VA 22807, or e-mail madisonmag@jmu.edu.
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daughter, Asia Maria, 3/29/ 05.

*Alexis lwanikJoyce ('96) and
Thomas ('95), a daughter, Eliana
Claire, 8/19/05. Melissa Smith
Larson ('96) and Chris ('96), a
son, Christian Barrett Larson Jr.,
6/22/ 05. Meghan Bury Macgill ('96) and Peirce ('96), a son,
Edward Davidge, 8/29/05. Beverly Dickhudt MacKenzie ('96),
and Stuart, a son, Jack William,
8/ 18/ 05. Carrie Moon Pasfield
('96) and Curt ('97), a daughter,
Katherine Grace, 8/30/05.
Aaron M. Pritchett ('96) and
Emily, a son, Benjamin William,
8/31/05. Tracy Lattanzio Cousino ('97, '98M) and Christopher, a
daughter, Madeline, 10/26/04.
Kristen Ruthven Feldstein ('97)
and David, a son, Ryan Todd,
7/ 09/ 05. Jeffrey Kaminski ('97)
and Siobhan, a daughter, Madison
Joyce, 10/15/05. Lisa Allen
Shepherd ('97) and Chris ('94) a
son, Allen Christopher, 8/12/ 05.
Liz Sinunu Kohm ('98) and Shannon, a son, James Badie, 8/26/ 05.
Jena Ryder McCrann ('98) and
Justin ('98), a son, Loudon John,
10/ 10/ 05. Alicia Bryan Motyka
('98) and Shawn ('98), a son, Alexander Samuel, 9/07/05. Kara
Kurek Silverman ('98, 03M) and
Alan, a son, Luke Robert, 9/30/ 05.
John Beakes ('99) and Heather,
a daughter, Caroline Victoria,
7/30/ 05. * Amanda "Mandy"
Martin Edwards ('99) and Ian
('99), a son, Jack David, 9/12/ 05.
Kimberly Bowers Skrzycki
('99) and Jeffrey, a son, Jackson
Robert, 4/14/05. Lori Halleran
Susen ('99) and Bryan, a son, Ryan
Thomas, 9/21/05.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

2000s
Mary Carmen Rude McVey ('01)
and R. Lee McVey II ('01), a son,
Ernest "Cardin" McVey, 5/ 16/ 05.
Christine "Chrissy" Woods
Campbell ('02) and Travis ('03),
a son, Layne Douglas, 4/27 / 05.
Amy Wilt ('02) and Man, a son,
Courcland Wheeler, 5/19/04.
Elizabeth Simmons Kahl ('03)
and Ryan ('03), a daughter, Payten
Elizabeth, 10/27/04. Catherine
"Katie" Byrd Earman ('05) and
Josh ('01), a daughter, Anna Elizabeth, 11/10/05.

*

*

*

*
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Central Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
proudly supports James Madison University.
© 2005 The Coca-Cola Company. ~coca-Cola• and the Contour Bot1Je design are registered l rademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.
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www.jmu.edu/ BeTheChange/
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